Clients rely on ComPsych® Training and Consulting Services to enhance and develop employees at all levels, and to increase awareness and utilization of their employee assistance programs. Our expert training and consulting staff designs and writes all training sessions, applying adult learning concepts in the curriculum and offering content in a variety of alternative delivery methods to meet customer needs.

All Work and Life topics are intended to be a brief overview of a subject, providing basic tips and suggestions related to personal behavioral situations and changes. Sessions MAY be included in your contract.

The Professional and Management Development topics are significantly more skill based, and are generally customized to the employee development needs of the organization and are offered at a fee.

Our Consulting Services include compliance offerings, one-on-one management coaching, employee opinion surveys, team building interventions and substance abuse and violence in the workplace policy review. These services have significant discussion and input design from the customer and are priced on scope of project.

**Qualified Facilitators**

Our contracted network of facilitators for the Work and Life topics are located throughout the country and have backgrounds in either behavioral health or professional training. All facilitators are selected via a careful screening process and undergo training prior to facilitating our topics. Each session they facilitate is evaluated for content and delivery, and rigorous follow-up with both the customer and the facilitator is provided.

All Professional and Management Development topics and all Consulting Services are facilitated by our headquarters staff of professional trainers and organizational development experts at an additional fee.

**Training Delivery Methods**

- On site/face-to-face—a minimum of eight participants is required to ensure effective facilitation of our highly interactive sessions
- Live webinars can accommodate up to 500 participants
- Video and audio vignettes on GuidanceResources.com
Training and Consulting Guidelines and Policies

To Request Services
A variety of options are available to request services:
› Through your Account Manager
› Directly with the Training and Consulting Department
› Online at the ComPsych Resource Center™ or through GuidanceResources® Online

A minimum of 30 days is required for a request to ensure the training date is available and to secure the best qualified facilitator for the session you are requesting.

Contracted Training Sessions
All Work and Life topics are designed to be one hour in length. Should you have a certain number of contracted training hours/sessions, each session will count as one training hour/session, even if less than one hour is requested. Professional and Management Development and Consulting Services are NOT included in the contracted training number.

Cancellation of Services
› Five business days’ notice is required for cancellation of all previously scheduled sessions.

Fee-for-service applies in the following situations:
› After contracted number is completed
› All Professional and Management Development Training and all Consulting Services
› Recording of webinar-based sessions
› Requests cancelled in fewer than five business days
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*New for 2015*
Building Your Child’s Self-Esteem

Overview/Description
The National Association for Self Esteem defines self esteem as: “The experience of being capable of meeting life’s challenges and being worthy of happiness.” While this sounds remarkably simple, developing and maintaining healthy self image is a challenging task. Poor self image accounts for many problems that have greater impact upon adults. Starting young children on a path towards confidence in who they are and their abilities is vital, to increase the likelihood of a more satisfying, self-assured life for them as adults.

Target Audience
Anyone with the responsibility of raising children or with significant professional influence on children.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Describe the characteristics of self-esteem
› Describe the four components of self-esteem
› Identity the developmental stages of childhood self-esteem
› Recognize signs of low self-esteem in your child

Describe methods for enhancing childhood self-esteem
› Identify behaviors that negatively impact on developing self-esteem
› Identify ways of improving problem solving skills and ability to tolerate frustration
› Identify ways of building individuality and creativity through self-expression
› Describe how to use praise effectively
› Describe the impact of parental role modeling on a child’s development
Communicating the Tough Stuff to Your Child: Drugs, Alcohol, Sex and Peer Pressure

Overview/Description
It can be tough to be a teenager today—and tough to be a parent of a teenager. It's easy to be overwhelmed by stories about adolescents and violence, sex, drugs, suicides, alcohol and crime. All of these concerns are very real, but the very good news is most teenagers really are OK. The relationship you've had with your child all these years will play a big part in how your teenager will act and grow now that they are older. As your child matures, your relationship will change and become different, but it can still be positive and close. If you know what to expect, if you can look at things through your teenager's eyes, it will help both of you. This workshop helps parents learn communication methods to talk to their teen.

Target Audience
Parents or anyone interested in learning how communicate difficult subject matter to teens.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Identify the attributes of a healthy parent/teen relationship
› Identify why certain subjects are difficult to broach with your teen and recognize your own present level of comfort
› Describe how trust, respect, transparency and discipline can be cultivated in your relationship
› Identify the parent’s responsibility in addressing difficult subjects

Identify what factors contribute to teen pregnancy and drug abuse
› Describe the influence of peer culture on your child
› Describe how family problems and parental modeling place children at risk
› Identify ways to monitor your child’s risk factors

Identify strategies for addressing difficult subjects with your child/teen
› Describe useful guidelines for discussing alcohol and drug use
› Identify helpful tips for addressing sexuality with your preteen
› Identify the common mistakes parents make in attempting to communicate with their children
**Discipline That Works**

**Overview/Description**
Providing effective discipline for children is a problem that many parents struggle with. There will be occasions when children fail to act appropriately, no matter how hard the parent has tried to emphasize the appropriate behavior. At these times it is important for children to learn that there are natural and logical consequences to their behavior. Consequences should not be linked to practices that intimidate, hurt or embarrass children. Discipline should serve not only to maintain a safe and secure environment where children learn the importance of and reasons for rules, limits and consequences, but also to help children develop self-discipline and self-control.

**Target Audience**
Parents and anyone who is in child caretaker role

**Expected Duration**
45-60 minutes

**Workshop Objectives**
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:
› Identify the characteristics of natural consequences
› Describe difference between natural and non-natural consequences
› Describe the benefits of using natural consequences
› Identify the problems associated with consequences which are not logical, unnatural and unenforced
› Identify ways to administer natural and logical consequences
› Describe how consequences would be applied to various common parenting problems
› Describe the problems people encounter when they attempt to apply natural and logical consequences
› Describe the use of positive feedback and encouragement
› Describe why positive feedback is effective
› Identify ways to increase the amount of positive feedback you deliver
The Emotionally Healthy Teen: Dealing With Issues of Substance Abuse, Depression, Suicide and Eating Disorders in Teenagers

Overview/Description
The teenage years are a period of major social, hormonal and emotional change and can be difficult both for the teens as well as their families. Finding the most effective way to meet your child’s growing need for independence and increased responsibility as well as keep them safe and healthy is a challenge for many parents. Knowing how to talk with your teen about, and identify symptoms of, depression, suicide and eating disorders can help you assist your teen in navigating adolescence successfully.

Target Audience
Anyone with the responsibility of raising teens or those with significant influence on teens.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Identify the incidence and cause of depression, suicide and eating disorders in teens
› Describe the role of stress, role models and genetics on the developing child
› Describe the most common risk factors
› Identify several of types of eating disorders and different types of depression

Identify the warning signs and symptoms of these problems
› Describe how to inquire about symptoms in your children
› Describe how to develop better communication through listening to your teen
› Identify preventive measures you can take to reduce the likelihood of these problems developing

Describe how to respond when your teen has symptoms
› Identify your resources for further information and help
› Identify the types of treatment that is available for your child
› Describe ways you can get support as a parent
Encouraging Kids to Be Active

Overview/Description
When you see the joy a 2 or 3 year old has on the playground swinging from the monkey bars, bouncing on the horse, and climbing to the top of the slide, it’s hard to imagine that it may take work and encouragement from parents to keep kids active. In many cases, however, children do become too sedentary, especially as they get a little older. Increasing demands at school and social pressures that make kids uncomfortable are just two of the factors that can make it difficult to keep kids physically active. With the growing body of researching suggesting just how important physical activity is for children, this concern has become more important than ever. This workshop will explore the barriers that stand in the way of keeping kids active, and will offer parents tips on how to overcome the challenge.

Target Audience
Parents or guardians wishing to encourage their children to be physically active.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of the workshop you will be able to:

Describe the benefits of keeping children physically active:
› Identify physical benefits
› Identify emotional benefits

Identify the barriers that stand in the way of keeping kids active:
› Describe tips for overcoming those barriers

Describe the factors that motivate children to be physically active:
› Identify the effects of fun
› Describe the effects of mandates and punishments

Identify age-appropriate activities for keeping children active:
› Identify activities for pre-school age children
› Identify activities for school age children
› Identify activities for teenagers
Establishing Bedtime Routines that Work

Overview/Description
Young children do not like to go to bed. Parents like for their young children to go to bed. Since these are incompatible agenda, conflict and power struggles can erupt. It does not have to work out in that manner though. Obtaining buy-in from kids can be achieved so that more often then not, they are cooperative in getting to bed at a time that helps them perform optimally the following day and gives their parents the late evening “me” time that improves their functioning and life satisfaction.

Target Audience
Parents with preschoolers or children new to attending school.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

- Identify the issues involved in conflicts between children and parents associated with bedtime
- Identify the relationship between successful bedtimes and successful days
- Describe how to use transition times and routines to your advantage
- Describe the importance of limit-setting and consistency

Identify practical ways to get young children to establish bedtimes
- Describe how to structure daily activities to get children ready for sleep
- Describe how to use relaxation methods to get children to sleep

Describe methods of establishing and maintaining family rules
- Describe how to use the family meeting
- Describe the process of establishing rules—who can provide input, negotiation and consequences
- Identify ways of creating logical and natural consequences as opposed to punishment
Extracurricular Activities: How Much is Too Much

Overview/Description
Participation in extracurricular activities can help build self-esteem, discipline and commitment as well as being just plain fun. However, today children are taking on more and more activities in their schedules. Too many activities can add additional stress to the normal stress kids deal with by being full-time students. Determining how many activities is too many can make a big difference in the stress level of kids and families.

Target Audience
Parents looking to help their children balance extracurricular and other activities.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

- Identify the positive and potential negatives of extracurricular involvement
  - Describe the benefits of structured activities
  - Identify the problems associated with severely limiting free play time
  - Describe recent research findings concerning child development and extracurricular activity

- Identify ways to finding the right balance
  - Identify simple rules to determine how many activities to schedule
  - Describe how to plan activities with your child, not for your child
  - Describe the importance of downtime and free play

- Describe the symptoms of the over-scheduled child
  - Describe the emotional, physical and behavioral signs that indicate your child may be over-involved in structured activities
Helping Children Develop Strong Ethics and Values

Overview/Description
Music, TV programs, electronic games, other children and adults all influence children. But not many of these influences teach them ethics and values. Teaching youngsters ethics and values begins at home and is a parental responsibility. This workshop will help you explain basic ethics and morals so your children can understand how to determine right from wrong.

Target Audience
Anyone with the responsibility of raising children or those with significant professional influence on children.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Define values, ethics, morals and character
› Identify the values you wish to impart to your children
› Describe how culture can instill values

Identify how you teach values to your children
› Describe how parental modeling affects value development
› Describe how to use family meetings and occasions to teach values
› Describe how discussing choices and decisions teaches values

Describe the role of relationships in value formation
› Identify the importance of working together with your spouse to determine which values will be taught
› Identify the importance of cultivating close relationships with your children as a basis for value development
› Recognize the need for patience as children will test limits and explore boundaries while formulating their own values
› Identify the importance of consistency in value clarification and role modeling values
Helping Your Child Set Goals for the Future

Overview/Description
Research has shown that parents have the greatest impact and influence on their children’s career choices. Helping your children to explore and identify their interests from an early age not only aids them in defining themselves, but will also help them make decisions about how they want their life to be. The more exposure you can give your children to the opportunities available to them, the more likely they will set exciting and achievable goals for themselves as they grow into adulthood.

Target Audience
Parents with pre-school, elementary, middle or high school aged children and those working professionally with children.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Identify ways to develop your child’s interests
  › Describe how to expose your child to varied interests
  › Describe how to use reinforcement and questioning to help your child develop curiosity

Identify ways to avoid interfering in the process
  › Describe how parental anxiety and notions of perfection and competition can sabotage development
  › Describe the impact of parental modeling on goal development
  › Describe the importance of play and unstructured time

Describe ways to motivate your child
  › Describe the difference between internal and external motivations
  › Identify how to move interests into potential careers
  › Describe how to create a plan to work on goals with your child
Helping Children Cope With Grief

Overview/Description
Most children experience the death of a family member or friend by the time they complete high school, and one in 20 children face the death of a parent or guardian by age 16. In response to death, children have feelings of grief similar to those of an adult, but they understand loss differently as their minds have not matured and they express these feelings differently because they have not yet learned coping skills. Though every child is unique and may react to a death of a loved one, a schoolmate, a teacher or even a family pet in their own way, there are generalities on a child’s reaction that can be based on their age. This workshop will explore how children of different ages respond to loss and how parents or caretakers can best respond to a child’s grief.

Target Audience
Parents or anyone helping a child cope with grief.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Describe the grieving process for children
› Identify how a child’s age impacts his or her ability to understand and cope with loss
› Identify factors that affect how a child will grieve
› Describe the common emotions and reactions that surface for children in times of loss
› How to respond to the three most common issues: “Did I cause it?” “Will it happen to me?” “Who will take care of me?”
› Identify warning signs that suggest difficulty coping with the loss

Describe useful interventions for helping a child cope with grief
› Describe how to discuss death with children of various ages
› Describe how to use appropriate language which is honest and devoid of clichés
› Identify ways of memorializing the loss with the child
Kids and Computers: Becoming a Cyber-Savvy Parent (Webinar Only)

Overview/Description
In a relatively short timeframe, computers have gone from being a space-age dream to an everyday reality for many people at work, home and school. Children are learning how to use computers at younger ages—many are more computer-savvy than their parents! How does a parent support the need for their children to be familiar with computers in today’s society without letting the computer dominate their child’s time?

Target Audience
Parents interested in learning about managing the risks and enhancing the benefits of computers in the home.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Identify the benefits associated children/teen computer usage
› Identify how computer literacy can enhance academic performance
› Describe how computers can develop social networking skills

Identify the dangers associated children/teen computer usage
› Recognize unhealthy preoccupation with computers
› Describe how to avoid online predators
› Identify the signs of “cyber-bullying”
› Identify problems associated with access to adult content

Describe the importance of appropriate limit setting on computer use in the home
› Identify ways to open communication and build trust with your child/teen
› Identify several healthy rules for computer use
› Identify the most common online acronyms
Kids and Meals: It Doesn’t Have to be a Battleground

Overview/Description
Parenting children is quite a challenge in every aspect, but meals and eating habits need not be included as part of the challenge. Recent research findings are suggesting that more liberal attitudes towards allowing young children to govern their own intake is the best way to ensure that children maintain their ideal body weight through the rest of their lives. Contrary to earlier ideas about the parental role in ensuring their children’s nutritional and caloric needs, current research findings are supporting the idea of a much less assertive role in encouraging young kids and consequently all kids to eat.

Target Audience
Parents and anyone involved in raising children

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

- Describe recent research findings on children’s nutrition
- Describe the soft/solid food transition process
- Describe the development of eating habits
- Describe the impact of parental approach to a child’s future eating habits
- Identify the effects of advertising on children’s food choices and what options you have as parents
- Identify strategies parents can adopt to establish healthy life-long eating habits in children
- Describe the importance of role modeling and the negative affects of hypocrisy
- Identify the importance of offering restricted choice in food selection for children
- Identify the problems associated with processed foods and how to make a healthy choice despite cost
- Describe tips for helping parents meal plan
No Such Thing as a “Perfect Parent”

Overview/Description
Today’s diverse society makes it difficult to describe a typical family situation or define what characteristics make a “perfect parent.” Culture, values, beliefs, emotional disposition and the environment in which a person was raised all influence parenting techniques. In an effort to be perfect, new parents will frequently try too hard to protect their child from any adverse experiences or go to great lengths in an attempt to please their children. This type of well-intended “perfect parenting” can lead to unanticipated problems. This workshop will address these problems and suggest ways to let go of perfection and seek a balanced parenting approach.

Target Audience
Anyone with responsibility for raising a child.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:
› Identify the myths associated with being a “perfect parent”
› Identify the dangers associated with “helicopter” parenting
› Describe the distinction between “perfect” and “good enough” parenting
› Describe how “good enough” parenting fosters independence and self-confidence in children
› Identify the factors which affect your parenting style
› Recognize the impact of anxiety and competition on your parenting
› Identify the relationship between your own childhood experiences and your present parenting style
› Identify positive communication skills and conflict resolution techniques associated with effective parenting
› Describe the use of “Positive Discipline”
› Describe how “I messages” impact communication
› Identify the importance of appropriate role modeling
Parenting a Child with Special Needs

Overview/Description
When you first learn that your child has a physical or mental disability or serious illness, it can be difficult to cope. It is important to remember that you are not alone. More than five million children in the United States between the ages of three and 21 suffer from serious disabilities and there are resources available to help. Get to know the support services available to you in your community and become educated about your child’s condition. Get in touch with your feelings as a parent and learn the best ways to provide care to your child.

Target Audience
Parents of children with special needs, as well as other family members and friends who could provide support to these parents.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objective
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Identify techniques that will help you “come to grips” with your child’s disability:
› Change your expectations
› Seek counseling
› Accept your child

Describe first steps you can take in planning for your child:
› Plan actionable tasks to avoid feeling overwhelmed
› Create your advocacy strategy

Identify coping tips that will work for you:
› Interact with the community
› Seek respite for yourself and your family

Know where to find resources and support:
› School
› Healthcare provider
› Community
› GuidanceResources® Online
Parenting Toddlers

Overview/Description
Sometimes referred to as “the terrible twos,” the toddler years can be simultaneously frustrating and rewarding for parents. While coping with temper tantrums and stubborn behavior, parents of toddlers must also help their children through important, sometimes difficult growth milestones such as potty training, switching from a crib to a bed and more. In this workshop we’ll explore how you can help children grow through these difficult but rewarding years at the same time attempting to maintain your own sanity!

Target Audience
Parents or caregivers with toddlers, or parents or caregivers who will soon be caring for toddlers

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Describe the ways in which a child grows during the toddler years
› Physical growth
› Cognitive growth
› Emotional growth

Identify ways to assist with often-difficult milestones such as:
› Giving up a pacifier
› Moving from a crib to a bed
› Potty training
› Pre-school and other child care transitions

Describe methods for dealing with temper tantrums
› Dealing with tantrums when they happen
› Preventing tantrums from happening in the first place

Describe ways of taking care of yourself during these years
› Maintaining emotional control
› Taking care of yourself physically
Parenting Your College Age “Kids”

Overview/Description
Once a child leaves home, whether to attend college or embark on a career, the parent’s role often feels unclear. Deciding how much emotional and financial support to offer a child who is essentially an adult can be difficult to determine. Many parents want to continue to support their 18 and older children, but aren’t sure how to help without appearing to interfere with the child’s life.

Target Audience
Parents of children 18 years or older.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

- Identify the important areas of growth and development of “adult” children
- Describe the challenges for the young adult of “establishing identity,” “handling financial independence,” “career choice” and “managing relationships”
- Describe how to use your relationship to help your child transition to adulthood
- Recognize the importance of letting go to help your child function independently
- Describe the difference between support and instruction
- Identify distinctions between providing financial support and creating a “safety net”
- Describe how to “let go” in order to encourage character and personal growth
- Describe strategies for when your adult child returns home
  - Identify ways of discussing expectations
  - Identify the elements of adult to adult relationships
Raising Children in a Diverse World

Overview/Description
“Small world!” We’ve frequently heard this expression, but probably haven’t given it too much thought. Yet the world is a much smaller community than it was at any time in the past. As the geographical distance between cultures lessens, multiculturalism emerges within all cultures.

Target Audience
Anyone involved in teaching or raising children.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

- Define multiculturalism
- Identify the historical basis for multiculturalism
- Describe the benefits of multiculturalism on a child’s development
- Describe biases that inhibit multiculturalism
- Identify current globalization trends
- Identify activities that promote multiculturalism
- Describe educational activities in art, music, literature, food science, economics, language and geography which promote multiculturalism
- Describe how parental role modeling impacts multiculturalism
- Describe short and long-term plans you can implement in your family to promote multiculturalism
School’s Out: Getting Everyone Through the Summer

**Overview/Description**
It is summertime, and school is out! For many people, summer conjures images of lazy, relaxing days at the beach. However, for many working families, summer brings the challenges of balancing the demands of adult work schedules with the desire to provide safe, fun activities for children. This workshop offers several ideas on summer activities and provides practical suggestions on how to keep your kids safe while you’re at work.

**Target Audience**
Parents and anyone involved in raising children.

**Expected Duration**
45-60 minutes

**Workshop Objectives**
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

- Identify the opportunities and challenges associated with summer time
- Describe how to involve your child in fun educational activities
- Identify the importance of setting expectations regarding summer plans and scheduling
- Identify ways to increase cooperation and encourage problem solving around free time planning
- Identify summer safety plans
- Describe simple safety guidelines for keeping your children safe while you are at work, on the playground, biking and in the pool
- Identify simple first aid measures such as sunburn prevention and treatment
- Describe how to increase your child’s ability to take on additional responsibilities around the home
Sibling Rivalry

Overview/Description
Interaction and communication between siblings is a completely unique interpersonal dynamic. There are aspects that resemble standard friendships and aspects that are more resembling of spousal relationships. Given the intimacy and intensity of sibling relationships it should come as no surprise that as competition and rivalry between siblings occurs the results can be both inspiring as well as destructive. It is of course preferable for the outcomes of natural, sibling rivalry to be motivating, constructive and inspiring. Enhancing our understanding of the subject will certainly make us better able to influence the outcomes and tackle the difficulties when rivalry becomes destructive.

Target Audience
Parents or anyone who would is interested in learning more about sibling dynamics and effective parenting skills.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Define the nature of sibling rivalry
› Describe the developmental effects of birth order
› Describe how children become competitive
› Identify how parents can unintentionally provoke rivalry
› Identify unique challenges associated with blended families

Describe approaches to handling sibling rivalry
› Identify ways parents can prepare their family for new arrivals
› Identify when it is appropriate to intervene
› Describe how to conduct productive family meetings
› Describe how to establish and enforce behavioral ground rules
› Identify strategies for resolving conflicts
› Describe methods for promoting family cohesion
Standing Tall: Handling Bullies Both On and Off the Playground

Overview/Description
Ask any child what a bully is and, most likely, he or she will give you a pretty good definition. Sadly, bullying is something that most children encounter in one form or another. While some people say that bullying is just part of growing up, recent incidents of school violence, which are linked to bullying, demonstrate that this is an issue to be taken seriously.

Target Audience
Parents or anyone with the responsibility of raising children.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Identify the extent of bullying and school violence
› Describe the behaviors associated with bullying
› Identify the causes and prevalence of bullying
› Identify the consequences of bullying

Describe ways to determine if bullying is occurring in your child’s life and what you can do about it
› Describe the signs of symptoms of bullying
› Describe how to respond to bullying as a parent
› Identify what to instruct your child on how to handle a bully
› Identify ways to respond to your child if he/she is bullying others

Identify the school’s role in responding to bullying
› Describe what your rights are as parents
› Describe effective ways to communicate with other parents around bullying
› Identify when it is time to involve the police
Teaching Your Kids How to Manage Money

Overview/Description
Money is a difficult concept for children to grasp. They understand quickly that adults use money to purchase the things they need and want but for obvious reasons do not have insights into the other side of the balance sheet; that is, what it takes to acquire money. By encouraging children to gain experience with earning, saving and spending money, we can provide them with fundamental financial experience that can reduce the likelihood of financial difficulties often experienced in early adulthood.

Target Audience
Parents who would like to instill good money management behaviors in their children.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

- Describe the experiences that will help your children learn how to manage money
- Describe the difference between knowledge and understanding
- Identify ways to lead by example in money management matters
- Describe age-appropriate strategies
- Identify financial tasks children can take on as they continue to grow
- Identify strategies to help older children transition to financial independence
Teenage Rebellion

Overview/Description
For parents, the phrase “teenage rebellion” can induce a range of emotions from intense fear to disappointment. At its extreme, rebellion can include things like running away from home, abusing drugs and engaging in other very dangerous activities. Less extreme examples of teenage rebellion include skipping classes and missing curfew. In almost all cases, parents are left feeling helpless and frustrated, looking for answers to the question: How can I regain control of my child?

Target Audience
Parents or caretakers looking for help coping with teenage rebellion.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of the workshop you will be able to:

Describe the causes of teenage rebellion:
› Identify causes that are healthy
› Identify causes that are unhealthy

Describe the difference between “normal” rebellion and truly dangerous behavior.
› Identify “do’s” and “don’ts” for parents who are dealing with a rebellious teen:
› Describe appropriate approaches to discipline
› Describe ways to become more involved so that you identify major problems early
The Parent as Role Model

Overview/Description
Young children do not have prior knowledge or skills, and so they eagerly look for someone to imitate. That “someone” is usually one or both of their parents. Parents are a child’s first teachers and role models. Usually children are more affected by what their parents do than by what their parents say. They learn how to behave by seeing their mothers and fathers behave and following their example. For this reason, you need to be aware of the “lessons” you may unintentionally be teaching your children.

Target Audience
Anyone interested in becoming a better parent or concerned about the development of children.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Identify the importance of parental role models on a child’s development
› Describe the influence of your own parents on your parenting style
› Identify how self-destructive behaviors can be modeled by parents and perpetuated by their children

Identify the six core parental modeling areas consisting of:
› Self care and stress management
› Acceptance and tolerance
› Conflict resolution
› Communication and listening skills
› Friendship and community involvement
› Values and spirituality

Describe strategies to improve your behavior in the six core areas
› Recognize that perfection is not possible nor even desirable
› Identify the importance of acknowledging mistakes and willingness to learn
The Successful Single Parent

Overview/Description
As the sole parent in your household, you are faced with extra challenges in raising your child. Finding the time and the energy to be a full-time parent and home and income provider without the regular help of a partner will require a special commitment. This workshop will provide tips and suggestions to those parents who are juggling their family obligations single handedly.

Target Audience
Anyone with the sole responsibility for raising a child.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Identify the myth of the “perfect parent”
- Describe the three paths to single parenting and the unique concerns of each
- Describe how single parenting may impact a child’s development

Identify your parenting style
- Describe what affects your particular style
- Identify positive communication skill and conflict resolution techniques
- Identify tips that make parenting easier

Identify a plan for life management as a single parent
- Describe how financial, social, occupational and personal factors are represented in your plan
- Identify resources available to you
Caring from a Distance

Overview/Description
If you have an elder who requires assistance, yet does not live near you, helping out may seem difficult. However, distance doesn’t mean you can’t provide comfort and care for your elder. By devising care strategies, developing emergency plans and building a support system of family, friends and local resources, your elder can have the care and attention he or she needs.

Target Audience
Anyone involved in caring for an older adult.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

- Identify the unique problems associated with caring from a distance
- Describe the emotional costs of caring from a distance
- Describe how to set reasonable expectations and to obtain support
- Recognize that you are not alone in this situation
- Identify how to create a care giving plan
- Describe how to properly evaluate the situation
- Describe how to research and analyze your options
- Describe the process of making decisions
- Describe the available resources for elderly adults
- Describe the role of adult day care, personal, house and medical care services
- Identify helpful tips for keeping in touch and monitoring the situation
- Identify strategies for effective communication with your elder relative, family and local care givers
Keeping Your Senior Loved One Independent and Safe

Overview/Description
When our parents or other elderly relatives age independently in their own homes, we often fear for their safety and general well-being. Sometimes we don’t know how much assistance we should provide, when to step in, or even what would be helpful. Providing care for an older adult is a very personal matter and each situation is unique. However, there are practical guidelines and simple solutions to ensuring your loved one is healthy and safe. This workshop will address and resolve common safety issues in the home while supporting your loved one’s autonomy and independence.

Target Audience
Anyone caring for an older adult who is living independently

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:
› Identify safety issues in the home
› Identify tools for communicating your concerns
› Identify ways to make the home more accessible and safe
› Identify warning signs when it may no longer be safe for your loved one to live at home
› Identify outside resources for senior independence
Talking About Tough Subjects With Your Elderly Parents or Loved Ones

Overview/Description
This course is designed to help adult children and their aging parents or loved ones deal with those sensitive topics that make conversations difficult. How do you talk with your parents about issues associated with aging such as money, moving, health, wills, driving and safety? The course will discuss approaches and strategies to effectively address these and other concerns that impact the elderly adults. Various examples will be used as exercises to prepare participants to respond to these challenging situations. The training will also discuss ways to involve siblings and/or whether to get assistance from eldercare professionals.

Target Audience
Anyone interested in communicating more effectively with an elderly parent or loved one about important matters.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Identify the issues associated with aging and loss of independence and/or functioning in areas such as:
• Driving
• Decision-making
• Finances
• Grooming/bathing/cooking and other activities of daily living
• Cleaning and home care
• Taking medication responsibly

Describe how to initiate conversations around difficult topics such as:
• Creation of a will, living will and advanced directives
• Financial status
• Moving to a new home or living situation

Recognize the emotional difficulty of role reversal and how to stay grounded as an adult with your parent.
• Identify ways of involving siblings and/or health professionals.
The Sandwich Generation: Balancing Your Personal Life with the Needs of Your Older Parents or Loved Ones

Overview/Description
Most of us reach a point in life when parents or elderly relatives begin to require more attention and time, and sometimes, our financial support as well. Caring for an older person can be complicated and few of us are trained for the many aspects of that care. Providing care for an elder is a very personal matter. No two situations are the same and there are no simple solutions. You can, though, benefit from following some practical suggestions.

Balancing work, family and care-giving responsibilities can present some challenges. This workshop provides an overview of information to help the participant cope with their personal life while dealing with their elder’s needs.

Target Audience
Anyone involved in caring for elderly family members.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Identify the challenges people in the sandwich generation face

› Describe work-life balance challenges
› Describe emotional issues

Identify ways to cope with the stress of the sandwich generation

› List ways to find time for yourself
› Describe the importance of taking care of your health
› Describe ways to make sure your life is well-organized

Identify ways to ask for help

› Determine who else can be involved in care
› Describe how to create a task list for elder care
› List outside resources that can help
When Someone You Love Has Alzheimer’s

Overview/Description
When a loved one is diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease the impact on family and caregivers is enormous. This course will address some of the basic considerations involved in caring for and communicating with a loved one who has Alzheimer’s disease. The course will cover some of the basic facts of the disease along with the unique challenges and stress it brings to the family.

Target Audience
Anyone who has a parent or loved one who has Alzheimer’s disease.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Identify the basic facts and course of Alzheimer’s disease:
› Symptoms
› Coping and caretaking needs
› Treatment
› Recognize effective ways of interacting and communicating with someone who has Alzheimer’s.
› Identify common mistakes family members make in interacting with someone who has Alzheimer’s.

Describe ways of helping your loved one to cope with behavior problems such as:
› Grooming/bathing/cooking and other activities of daily living
› Memory problems
› Wandering
› Agitation

Identify ways of coping with the severe stress associated with care giving for a loved one with Alzheimer’s:
› Getting help from family and respite care
› Adjusting your expectations and prioritizing your own health needs
› Consider long-term care options
The Art of Patience

Overview/Description
Many of us are impatient at times. And when we lose control of our patience it hurts not only us, but those around us. Impatience raises our stress levels and over time can even inflict physical harm to our bodies.

But it seems that patience is a skill that is quickly diminishing, but one that constantly needs improving. You see examples of impatience and patience throughout each day; when you’re stuck in traffic, when you’re waiting in line for the grocery store, and when your children are taking too long to get ready for school in the morning.

Even if you don’t rate your own level of personal patience as being very high, the good news is that with practice, you too can learn to be more patient in your life.

Target Audience
Anyone interested in learning how to become more patient in their lives.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objective
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Identify the characteristics of impatience
› Uncover the signs of impatience and its effects.
› Discern how to locate your personal impatience triggers.

Identify methods to counter impatience
› Describe and employ procedures to manage the symptoms of impatience.

Engage in the ‘Art if Intelligent Waiting’
› Describe how to wait with purpose, intent, and belief.
Awakening the Passion in Your Life

Overview/Description
Do you admire people who always seem excited and passionate about what they do? Whether it’s in their personal life, professional life, or both, some people are able to bring passion into their lives, while others struggle to find that spark to really get them going. Do you want to wake up every morning with great anticipation about what the day will bring?

This workshop is about looking within yourself to find the “buttons” to push to bring out your passion.

Target Audience
Anyone who would like to bring more excitement and passion into their work and life.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

- Identify your passions
- Describe what passion really means to you
- Describe how to use childhood dreams to reawaken your passions as an adult
- Identify the things that bring you excitement today

- Identify ways to celebrate life!
- Describe how to create your own holidays
- Describe how to reward yourself in meaningful ways

- Describe the importance of challenge in life
- Describe why feeling challenged is so important
- Identify the things that make you feel challenged
- Identify passions that bring challenge into people’s lives, such as passion for learning and passion for helping others
Balancing Work and Life

Overview/Description
Using the philosophy that “those who are happy at home perform better on the job,” this workshop was developed for those who feel burdened with too many responsibilities and without enough time for personal enjoyment. This workshop will help participants explore and define home responsibilities, identify career requirements and prioritize leisure time. The resulting better balance will help achieve more in one’s career and at home.

Target Audience
Individuals interested in learning techniques to live a more balanced lifestyle.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

- Identify the components of a balanced lifestyle
- Describe the concept of balance
- Identify what is out of balance in your life
- Describe how notions of balance have changed over time in your life and historically
- Identify the relationship between stress and balance
- Identify and explore the balance between home responsibilities, career requirements and leisure activities
- Describe how to create your own balance diagram
- Identify the right questions to achieve balance
- Describe the role of prioritization, limit setting and time management to balancing work and life
- Identify tips and suggestions on how to achieve balance
- Identify a personalized action plan to achieve balance in your life
Being Accountable in Work and Life

Overview/Description
In work and life, successful people avoid making excuses, and instead take responsibility for their actions. “It’s not my fault,” and “I can’t believe they did this to me” exemplify that type of thinking that holds people back. We all think that way sometimes, and the key is to catch ourselves, look in the mirror, and turn that thinking around. This workshop defines what it means to be accountable, and offers some tips to help people build accountability into their own lives.

Target Audience
Anyone who would like to learn how to build more accountability into their lives, to help themselves be more successful.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

- Identify your current level of accountability
- Describe how you respond to problems in the organization
- Identify ways to change your thinking
- Describe how to use the “accountability ladder” to assess where you stand in terms of accountability

Describe common accountability issues
- Identify how to avoid blaming others
- Describe the reasons people procrastinate
- Identify strategies to overcome procrastination and blaming

Identify the “question behind the question”
- Describe how to put yourself in charge of the problems you face
- Describe what it means to be a leader of your own life
Becoming a Team Player

Overview/Description
In today’s work world, we often need to work in groups of people who have many differences, and yet are supposed to seamlessly form an effective team. We’ve all heard the term “teambuilding,” and at one point or another most of us have gone through a teambuilding process, whether we know it or not. But what exactly is teambuilding and how can it be successfully used to help diverse groups work together more effectively? Understanding the main building blocks and development stages of teams can give any group of people the right tools to form a cohesive and productive group.

Target Audience
Anyone looking for tips on how to work better within their teams.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:
- Describe the seven practices of highly effective teams
- Identify your own strengths
- Identify your areas for improvement

Describe 10 common team problems
- Identify what you can do to avoid the 10 most common team problems

Identify ways to work effectively with others
- Describe how conflict forms
- Describe how individual backgrounds can lead to issues in the workplace
- Identify ways to adapt based on peoples’ behavior styles
Becoming a Better Listener

Overview/Description
Statistics show that people remember only half of what they hear, even moments after they’ve heard it. Surprising? The fact is that while most of us like to think we’re good listeners, almost everyone needs to improve their listening skills. This workshop offers a fresh approach to this common problem.

Target Audience
Anyone who wants to improve their listening skills both at home and at work.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Describe what it means to be a good listener
› Differentiate between “listening” and “hearing”
› Describe the characteristics of people who listen effectively

Describe the barriers to effective listening
› Describe how to identify when you have encountered one of the barriers
› Identify ways to overcome listening barriers

Identify the four levels of listening
› Describe what it means to be a non-listener
› Describe what it means to be a marginal listener
› Describe what it means to be an evaluative listener
› Describe what it means to be an active listener
Bringing Out the Best in Others

Overview/Description
Whether in your personal or your professional life, are you the kind of person that brings out the best in others? Do people shine around you, or do they tend to withdraw, hesitant to show their best? Some people seem to have a knack for challenging, motivating and inspiring their friends, family members and coworkers. In this workshop, you’ll learn how to do your part to make sure others are at their best around you.

Target Audience
Anyone looking for tips about how to support and encourage friends, family members and colleagues.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Describe what motivates people
› Identify the factors that influence peoples’ motivation level

Identify how your attitude can be contagious
› Describe how to exhibit the type of positive thinking that can inspire others
› Describe how to avoid negative talk which can bring others down

Describe how to provide others with effective feedback that makes a difference
› Identify when it is/is not appropriate to give feedback
› Describe the type of phrasing that tends to have the biggest impact
Building Trust

Overview/Description
Trust is an essential component of successful relationships both at work and in one’s personal life. By establishing yourself as a person in whom others can put their trust, you can position yourself for greater personal happiness and professional success. Earning trust can take time and is not always easy, however. This workshop will describe several practices that help people build personal trust and credibility.

Target Audience
Anyone looking for ways to make sure others view them as trustworthy.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

- Describe trust as a long-term strategy
- Identify the difference between trust and persuasiveness

- Identify the three components of earning trust
  - Describe how empathy can help you earn trust
  - Describe how honesty can help you earn trust
  - Describe how reliability can help you earn trust

- Identify ways to overcome common trust barriers
  - Describe ways to overcome difficult past experiences
  - Describe ways to overcome fear of getting hurt
The Confident You: Taking Charge of Your Life

Overview/Description
Have you ever had something you really wanted to say to someone, but held it back because of some kind of fear or shyness? Have you ever given in to someone else’s way, and then regretted doing so because you believed strongly in your position. Do you wish you had the confidence to stand up for yourself more firmly in some situations? This workshop will give you some tips on how to add the confidence that helps you feel like you’re in control.

Target Audience
Anyone looking to boost their confidence and feel more in control of their life.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Describe what confidence means
› Distinguish between confidence and cockiness
› Identify the four keys to boosting your confidence

Describe how to overcome fear of failure
› Identify ways to keep track of past successes
› Identify alternative ways to view “failure”
› Describe how to get control of your stressors

Describe how to use assertive communication
› Differentiate between assertiveness and aggressiveness
› Describe how to tell people what’s on your mind without damaging relationships

Identify how clear goals can boost your confidence
› Describe the difference between a goal and a dream
› Identify how to write powerful goals for yourself
Cutting Through the Clutter

Overview/Description
Most people have no idea how much their clutter affects them. It can affect their productivity, their self-esteem, their social life and even their weight! People who live with excess clutter say they can’t find the energy to begin to clear it. They constantly feel tired and overwhelmed. When surrounded by clutter, it is impossible to focus or have clarity about life. In this workshop you will learn that clutter is not the result of sloppiness, laziness or incompetence but several surmountable obstacles. Recognizing the source of your clutter problem can empower you to address the problem directly and without shame.

Target Audience
Anyone seeking to reduce the amount of clutter in their lives.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to identify the three sources of clutter:

Describe solutions involving a technical problem
› Items that have no home
› More stuff than space
› Inconvenient storage

Describe solutions involving an external problem
› Unrealistic workload
› Undermined by others
› Life transitions
› Limited space

Describe solutions involving an internal problem
› Sentimental attachments
› Need for abundance
› Thrill of distraction
› Protective clutter shield
› Hoarding Disorder and ADHD
Developing Creativity

Overview/Description
In today’s increasingly competitive business climate, there is a need for continuous innovation and value-added solutions. Individuals and organizations alike are discovering that new ideas have become the global currency of the future. Unfortunately though, as adults, we often limit our thinking and problem solving to fit known patterns and solutions by creating boundaries around our problems and circumstances. Enhancing our creativity can help us break through these boundaries.

Target Audience
Anyone wishing to enhance their creativity at home or at work.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

- Identify the basics of creativity and innovation
- Describe the benefits of creativity
- Describe the most common obstacles to creativity
- Identify the conditions that promote creativity
- Identify your unique thinking style
- Describe your specific blocks to creativity
- Describe how to use the idea matrix to generate creativity
- Describe the role of humor in creativity
- Describe ways to overcome obstacles such as fear, unproductive assumptions and beliefs about yourself, and difficulty adopting new perspectives
- Identify techniques to stretch your imagination and increase overall creativity
Effective Communication

Overview/Description
Why is interpersonal communication important? Personal success depends on our ability to communicate. Effective human relations depend on our communication skills. Overall, interpersonal communication skills are necessary for understanding and for action. This workshop explores interpersonal skills and techniques necessary for successful interactions.

Target Audience
Anyone who wants to improve their communications skills at home and at work.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Identify the characteristics of poor communication
› Describe your experience with people who do not communicate well

Identify the characteristics of effective communication
› Describe your experience with people you consider excellent communicators

Describe the importance of listening
› Identify barriers to effective listening
› Describe techniques to overcome those barriers

Describe the importance of communicating with whole messages
› Describe the dangers of contaminated messages
› Describe the dangers of partial messages
Emotional Intelligence

Overview/Description
Implementing discipline over our emotional life is difficult and requires lifelong practice. Being able to choose to act or respond in a particular manner is preferable to re-acting on a consistent basis, yet it is difficult. Enhancing emotional intelligence improves our ability to master our emotional functioning. High emotional intelligence can improve our communications with all others, enhance our perception of satisfaction with ourselves and our lives and increase our productiveness overall.

Target Audience
Anyone interested in improving self-awareness, emotional control, and ability to relate to others

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

- Describe the difference between intelligence and emotional intelligence
- Describe the benefits of having emotional intelligence
- Describe the components of emotional intelligence
- Identify the function and qualities of emotions
- Identify ways of assessing your emotional intelligence

Describe strategies for improving emotional intelligence
- Describe how to improve your capacity for emotional self-control through mindfulness meditation, monitoring self-statements and active listening
- Describe how to accept responsibility for emotions and ways to teach emotional intelligence to children
Friendly Persuasion: How to Get the Things You Want

Overview/Description
While it’s true that some people are intuitively good at persuading others, for most of us the most reliable path to success lies in knowing what we want to achieve and systematically deciding how we want to go about achieving it. Persuasion is a skill that everyone in the organization uses to accomplish goals. Used effectively, persuasion can lead to solutions that work in everyone’s best interest. This workshop will provide you with communication techniques to get the results that you want and need.

Target Audience
Employees looking to improve their skills in persuasion.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Describe how to assess your own persuasive abilities
› Describe the results of your persuasion self-assessment

Identify the steps that will make you persuasive
› Describe how listening well can contribute to your ability to persuade others
› Identify questioning techniques that can help you get what you want
› Describe ways to make sure that you get feedback during a persuasive dialogue

Create a personal action plan to improve your persuasive abilities
› Identify the steps you will take upon completing this session
How to be More Engaged at Work

Overview/Description
There is a difference in being motivated and being engaged in the workplace. Sure, you may be motivated to come to work each day for the paycheck, but are you truly engaged in what you are doing?

Stars tend to be internally motivated to begin with, but put that motivation together with truly being engaged in what you do and you have the formula for capturing the most “prizes” the organization has to offer—the most interesting work, the salary increases, promotions and possibly bonuses.

Target Audience
Anyone interested in learning how to be a more productive and engaged employee

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objective
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Define “engaged performance:”
› Enthusiasm for work
› Implicit contract toward organizational success
› Investing emotionally (heart and mind) in the work you do

Describe steps to increase your engagement including:
› Evaluate what you’ve done right
› Treat your employer right
› Market yourself
› Think of yourself as an organizational asset
How to Deal With a Difficult Person

Overview/Description
At one time or another, we have all dealt with a difficult person. Whether they are hard to communicate with, acting defensive or just handling a situation inappropriately, interactions with difficult people can affect our confidence, mood and focus. Learning to recognize and cope with common difficult behaviors in ourselves and others can help make difficult encounters much more manageable.

Target Audience
Anyone wishing to improve their ability to communicate with others.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

- Identify common "difficult" behaviors
  - Describe what motivates most difficult behaviors
  - Identify distinctions between passive, aggressive and passive/aggressive behaviors
  - Identify the positive intent behind many difficult-to-understand behaviors

- Identify appropriate strategies for dealing with difficult behaviors
  - Describe how to maintain composure when responding to difficult behaviors
  - Describe ways to defuse aggressive acts in the workplace

- Describe five methods for resolving conflict
  - Identify your favored style
  - Identify tips for improving communication
How to Make a Habit of Success

Overview/Description
As we move through life, our needs, priorities and situations change, as well as our skills, competencies, interests and values. How often do we take the time to assess our current situations to see if it aligns with our work/life goals? When attempting to achieve these goals, are work or personal habits working for us or against us? Developing new success habits that move us toward our goals will help us achieve better results in our work and personal lives.

Target Audience
Anyone wishing to gain insight and skill into achieving their goals.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

- Identify the meaning of “success”
- Identify your personal values and describe how they impact your ideas of success
- Describe how to use the two specific criteria to measure success
- Identify the areas where you achieved success within the last year
- Identify 12 steps to a successful life
- Describe the role of prioritization in achieving success
- Identify methods for accepting mistakes and remaining motivated
- Describe the importance of sacrifice and persistence in successful endeavors
- Describe ways to cultivate belief in your capabilities
- Describe how to maintain responsibility and accountability for your success
- Identify the daily habits which will make success possible
Improving Your Memory

Overview/Description
Our ability to remember things is one of the most useful tools we have in our work and home lives, but the amount of things we are trying to remember at once can sometimes be overwhelming. What do you do if you have a bad memory? The truth is, most people don’t have bad memories, they just haven’t learned how to use their memory efficiently. Memory is a skill, and like any skill, with practice it can be developed and improved. This workshop offers participants tips and tools for improving their memory skills.

Target Audience
Anyone looking for ways to improve their memory.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Describe how memory works
› Describe the science behind the concept of memory
› Describe the properties of a good memory

Identify techniques that can aid your memory
› Describe how to use association to assist with memory
› Describe how to use visualization to assist with memory
› Describe how to use mnemonic devices to assist with memory

Practice memory techniques
› Identify ways you can continue to work on improving your memory
Initiating Difficult Conversations

Overview/Description
There are conversations in which the stakes are high: asking for a raise, ending a relationship, giving a critical performance review, confronting disrespectful behavior, apologizing or disagreeing within a group. This workshop is about developing the skills to initiate the conversations which most people find difficult, unpleasant and generally avoid. You will learn the practical skills involved in framing a problem without blame or defensiveness and how to keep the conversation productive.

Target Audience
Anyone wishing to improve their ability to initiate a difficult conversation.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:
› Describe why arguing never helps
› Identify the three sides to any difficult conversation and where to begin
› Describe how to adopt a positive learning stance and think like a mediator
› Describe the process of separating intent from impact
› Identify the process of changing blame to contribution
› Describe ways to acknowledge feelings
› Describe how to use questions without eliciting defensiveness
Know Before You Go: Preparing for a Visit to the Doctor

Overview/Description
In today’s managed care environment, the time you spend face-to-face with your physician is limited. To get the most from your health care providers (HCPs) and an accurate diagnosis, preparation is the key. Good preparation will also go a long way to alleviate any anxiety you may be feeling about the appointment.

You increase the likelihood of an accurate diagnosis if you come prepared with the details and history of your problem, anticipate questions, know your medications and bring medical records.

Target Audience
Anyone who feels they could have been more prepared when going to their doctor.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objective
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Define “prepare”:
› Anticipate what your doctor needs to know
› Plan for someone to go with you to help you understand and remember answers to your questions.
› Know your family history
› Keep a journal of your medical symptoms

Describe steps to increase your preparation including:
› Organize your health history
› Know your medications
› Secure your medical records
› Prepare questions.
Laughter, Humor and Play to Reduce Stress and Solve Problems

Overview/Description
Professional comedians shouldn’t be the only people to use smiling, laughter, humor and play as part of their daily routine. These skills are valuable for everyone. A good smile has long been a key tool for anyone who needs to influence others. Laughter is now shown to improve our pain tolerance. Humor and play can be the building blocks of problem-solving. Together they can improve our happiness and effectiveness.

Target Audience
Anyone who would like to build relationships, reduce stress and explore new ways of interacting and being creative

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objective
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

› Understand the benefits of smiling for:
› Improving your mood
› Keeping a positive focus through an easy exercise
› Building confidence and receptiveness among others

Use laughter to:
› Improve cardio-vascular health by practicing voluntary laughter
› Enjoy the social dynamic of group behavior
› Reduce stress

Use humor and play to:
› Have fun by building simple jokes
› Improve creativity by keeping editing separate from the creative process
› Build relationships by saying “Yes, and…”
Learning to Say “No”

Overview/Description
Saying “no” can often be difficult. It can arouse feelings of guilt or fears of displeasing others. Nevertheless, the word “no” is one of the most important words in our language. By saying “no” we define who we are, what are willing or not willing to do and what we permit others to do to us. The ability to say “no” is critical skill that many have never developed or fear to use. This workshop will address the skills involved in learning to respectfully say “no” in order to build and maintain healthy self-esteem.

Target Audience
Anyone wishing to improve their ability to say “no” in a productive, respectful manner.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:
› Identify the reasons why it is important to say “no”
› Describe the distinctions between passive, aggressive and assertive behavior
› Identify the most common obstacles to saying “no”
› Describe the real and imagined consequences of saying “no”
› Describe several templates for saying no and how to effectively employ them
Loving...YOU!: The Art of Self-Acceptance

Overview/Description
Somewhere along the way, many of us have replaced our positive self-regard with a critical voice. Like a shadow, it hovers at our side, reminding us of our flaws and our unworthiness. To live a fulfilling, serene, happy life, we must learn to love and accept ourselves, flaws and all. This workshop covers the basics of self-acceptance, factors that contribute to a poor self-image and practical tips for loving yourself unconditionally.

Target Audience
Anyone seeking self-acceptance

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Define self-acceptance and its manifestation:
› Self-esteem vs. self-acceptance
› Determine your self-regard

Identify factors that contribute to low self-regard:
› Childhood
› Socioeconomic factors
› Life experiences
› Society and the media
› The tyranny of the musts, oughts and shoulds

Describe how to rekindle self-love:
› Silencing the critic
› 11-step prescription for self-love

Describe ways of loving yourself:
› Daily tips for greater self-acceptance
Letting Go of the Things That Hold You Back

Overview/Description
“Living the Good Life!” How often have we heard that statement? Usually it’s meaning is about happiness, health and satisfaction within our lives. In this session we’ll discuss what’s needed to accomplish “the good life”: what to bring along on life’s journey, what to leave behind, what to acquire along the way.

Target Audience
Anyone interested in learning how to “live the good life.”

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Shape your own vision of what the good life means
› List what matters to you
› Reflect and choose depending on your stage in life

Describe the “baggage” you are carrying around
› Work
› Relationships
› Home

Identify ways to get back on track when you veer from your purpose
› Select the most significant obstacle
› Decide what support you need
Managing Anger at Home and at Work

Overview/Description
Problems with anger management can result in performance issues at work, relationship issues at home and even health problems. This course will address the fundamentals of managing anger through exercises, discussion and development of a personal anger-management plan.

Target Audience
Anyone wishing to improve anger control or learn about ways of assisting others

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:
› Understand the purpose of anger and what triggers it
› Describe ways of monitoring anger
› Describe strategies for managing anger
› Identify resources available for continued work on anger management

Agenda
› What is anger?
› The positive and the negative
› Distinguishing the emotion anger from the behavior aggression
› Passive, passive-aggressive and assertive expressions of anger
› Monitoring your anger: The anger scale
› Identifying your anger triggers and creating an anger plan
› Self-talk and anger
› Time outs, relaxation and other tips to manage anger
› Additional resources
Managing Your Emotions in the Workplace

Overview/Description
Everyone experiences emotions at work. We get frustrated with bosses giving more work when they don’t understand how much work we already have. We get upset with coworkers who don’t do their jobs, so we can’t do ours. We get angry with irate customers who don’t realize we are only trying to help. We worry about an uncertain future. But with all these emotions, most people don’t think they have anything to do with how they are feeling. They believe their emotions are a result of an external cause. That just isn’t true.

Target Audience
Anyone wishing to learn how to better manage emotions.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Identify the nature of emotion
› Describe the function of emotion
› Describe how emotions originate from thoughts
› Identify the ways emotions can sabotage work and relationships

Identify ways to taking responsibility for emotions
› Describe ways to monitor and dispute distorted thinking
› Describe ways of calming down
› Use future orientation to avoid impulsive acts
› Describe how to depersonalize criticism
Mindfulness: Being Present in Your Work and Life

Overview/Description

The idea of mindfulness or being mindful is complete engagement in the present moment. It is a state where you are not thinking, reflecting, judging or deciding, but are instead simply experiencing the things currently in your available experience. In many ways people are largely unaware of our present moment, and often operate on “auto-pilot” to some degree. The auto-pilot mode is our default mode of operation. Even when we find ourselves in a pleasurable quiet moment we automatically begin to daydream about others, plan/worry about the future or ruminate about the past. We miss living in the present moment because we fail to pay attention to it. Mindfulness is about waking up to the present moment and paying attention to our experience. Learning mindfulness is not difficult; however, it is difficult to remember to do it. This training discusses mindfulness and how to incorporate its practice into your life.

Target Audience

Anyone interested in learning how to enrich their lives and learn skills applicable to stress reduction.

Expected Duration

45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives

At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Describe mindfulness
- Identify the two ways we experience the world
- Identify the seven components of mindfulness

Describe the benefits developing mindfulness
- Describe how greater mindfulness results in improved concentration on tasks
- Describe the ways in which mindfulness can improve the quality of your relationships
- Describe how mindfulness will result in greater emotional control and a reduction in impulsive actions

Identify ways of practicing mindfulness in your life
- Identify several methods of mindfulness practice
- Identify ways you can incorporate mindfulness in everyday activities
Moving From School to Career

Overview/Description
Making the transition from school to career can be a difficult and exciting time. For the first time you are completely independent, with your own job, home and life. But along with this excitement comes great responsibility: establishing yourself, paying rent and paying bills. How will you manage all of this while still trying to make an impression in your new workplace? This workshop will address the skills and behaviors needed to successfully transition from an academic to career-oriented life.

Target Audience
Individuals who have recently transitioned from full-time student to employee who are looking for principles to aid them in managing their new set of responsibilities

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop you will be able to:

- Determine the aspects of self-management as it relates to you
  - Identify your new responsibilities
  - Understand how to manage your own home
  - Identify how you spend your time and discover new ways to prioritize your tasks and responsibilities

- Understand how to manage your money properly
  - Develop and maintain a budget
  - Recognize the need for an emergency fund to protect against life’s unexpected events
  - Understand the need for a personal savings plan and identify how to include savings as part of your budget

- Understand the dynamics of workplace relationships
  - Understand the standards of workplace behavior and how to abide by them
  - Identify the politics of the workplace and how to avoid gossip
  - Determine the aspects of company culture and how to assimilate with them
Overcoming Procrastination

Overview/Description
Procrastination is rampant in today’s business world. Sure, it’s easy to blame others for your inability to get things done—demanding bosses, or coworkers who interrupt you for help. But be honest, how often is it your own fault? Are you simply putting off doing what will still be in your in-box tomorrow? Do you make statements such as: “I don’t have time to do it,” “It makes sense to do the smaller tasks first to get them out of the way,” “Once I get more energy, I can really focus on this”? If so, there’s a strong possibility that you have fallen into the “Procrastination Trap.” Pushing important tasks and projects off until later can cause emotional anguish and keep you from accomplishing professional and personal goals. This workshop will provide you with techniques and strategies to overcome procrastination in your work and personal life.

Target Audience
Anyone interested in everyday tips about how to avoid procrastination.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

- Identify what procrastination really is
- Describe the difference between procrastination and prioritization
- Describe the reasons people tend to procrastinate
- Identify when lack of commitment plays a part
- Describe how fear can cause procrastination
- Identify when something is considered a low priority
- Describe the importance of having enough information
- Identify times when you’re just not interested in doing something
- Describe how to assign priorities effectively
- Identify criteria you can use to effectively prioritize tasks
Overcoming Shyness

Overview/Description
Do you feel awkward or fearful when you encounter new people? If so, you are not alone. While shyness is not at all uncommon, there are things you can do to overcome it. Shyness is often accompanied by feelings of loneliness and discontent, and it can affect both personal and professional relationships. That said, some people who are seen as “shy” are not shy at all. Some people prefer to be alone, or tend to get so involved in internal, analytical thinking that others perceive them as shy. In this workshop, we'll discuss what shyness is (and is not), and we'll practice techniques for overcoming it.

Target Audience
Anyone interested in overcoming shyness

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Define shyness
  › Describe the characteristics of shyness
  › Identify the differences between being shy and being an introvert

Describe techniques for overcoming shyness
  › Describe ways to combat your fears of interacting with new people
  › Practice thought-management techniques to counter negative thinking in social settings

Practice communication techniques that help people overcome shyness
  › Identify effective conversation starters
  › Apply effective listening techniques that will help you engage in social situations
The Road Warrior’s Survival Guide: Health and Safety Issues for Business Travelers

Overview/Description
Some people think that a job with lots of travel is exciting, and it certainly can be. But those who spend their time in airports, cars, hotels and restaurants often find that they miss personal time and family events. The experience can be physically and emotionally challenging. This workshop will give you tools and tips for making the road an easier place to travel.

Target Audience
Frequent business travelers looking for tips on how to be healthy and safe during their travels.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

- Describe the effects of frequent travel
- Describe the physical effects
- Describe the emotional effects

- Identify stress-relieving methods to use during your travels
- Describe methods to use before, during and after your flight

- Describe how to pack effectively for business travel
- Identify what’s needed and what’s not
Sailing On: A Guide for Transitioning into Retirement

Overview/Description
Moving from a career into retirement can be a challenging lifestyle adjustment. Many adults look forward to the benefits of retirement living but then often find themselves facing many difficult issues. Today’s participants will learn ideas on how to deal with the many aspects of retirement living.

Target Audience
Employees who are nearing retirement.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

- Identify issues adults face when transitioning into retirement
  - Describe issues around planning what to do with your time
  - Describe what the word “retirement” really means

- Describe how to adjust to life in retirement
  - Identify the potential emotional impacts retirement will have in your life
  - Describe ways to reinvent yourself in retirement

- Describe the choices you need to make
  - Describe the choices for living options
  - Describe the choices for financial planning

- Describe the importance of good health in retirement
  - Identify ways to get exercise in retirement
  - Describe other health considerations
Social Media Do’s and Don’ts

Overview/Description
Social networking sites are an increasingly entwined part of modern society. We use them to network for jobs, communicate with friends and family all over the globe, and connect with others with similar interests.

However, despite their advantageous aura, social networks, much like any other part of the internet, are fraught with security risks both to your person and your data. Many will try to engender a perception of confidentiality, but one must remember that social networks take place in essentially a public space with only the barest of protection to your privacy.

Target Audience
Anyone looking for learning the proper etiquette of what to do and not to do when creating a social network profile.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objective
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:
› Determine the proper protocol for using a social network
› Identify the security concerns of creating a social network profile, both to your person and data

Discover the best methods for creating and using a Facebook profile
› Identify the barriers and pitfalls to using Facebook
› Uncover the truths to privacy settings

Discover the best approach for using a Twitter handle
› Determine the best and worst approaches to employing social networking’s fastest growing site
› Describe the proper usages of hashtags
Time Management Tools:  
To-Do Lists, Calendars, Smartphones and More

Overview/Description
It seems that more than ever, people are living busy, chaotic lives that often leave them feeling overwhelmed and out of control. Between work, parental responsibilities, community involvement, exercise, hobbies, friendships, family responsibilities and more, sometimes it feels as if keeping track of it all is just impossible. Fortunately, there are many tools available to help people gain control, though sometimes sorting through what’s available can add what seems like even more chaos to life. Smartphones, day planners, alarms, e-mail systems, priority grids, voice mail systems, note pads, to-do lists, contact lists, address books, folders, file cabinets and more—the purpose of this lunch-and-learn is to help you sort through the tools available to help you organize your life, and pick the ones that will work for you.

Target Audience
Anyone looking for tools to help them manage their time.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

- Describe tools for managing appointments
  - Identify advantages and challenges of various calendaring systems
  - Describe electronic and paper-based calendaring methods

- Describe tools for organizing tasks and responsibilities
  - Identify best practices for creating to-do lists
  - Describe how priority grids can be used
  - Describe how to create priority grids

- Identify ways to make sure “mission critical” things don’t get lost in the chaos
  - Describe how alarms, post-it notes and other tools can help you make sure that your most critical responsibilities are met
  - Use smartphones and other technology in ways that can help
Time Management Principles

Overview/Description
Work, family and personal life responsibilities can feel overwhelming, and it sometimes seems as if a 24-hour day simply isn’t long enough to get everything done. Unfortunately, no one has yet found a way to add a 25th hour to the day, so we’re all forced to do the best with the time we have. By following the principles discussed in this workshop, you may still never get everything done, but you should feel more in control of your very busy life.

Target Audience
Anyone looking to apply principles that will help them manage what can seem like an overwhelming set of tasks and responsibilities.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Describe how to change “negative self talk” as it relates to your time
› Identify ways of thinking that can make your time management problems worse
› Identify ways of thinking that put you in greater control of your day

Identify where you spend your time currently
› Identify any “time wasters” that exist in your life today
› Describe how you can replace the time wasters with more productive activities.

Describe how prioritization principles can be applied to your day and your life
› Identify the relative importance of tasks and responsibilities that are making you feel overwhelmed
› Identify the relative urgency of tasks and responsibilities that are making you feel overwhelmed
› Describe other ways to prioritize your tasks and responsibilities

Describe the impact of procrastination
› Identify what constitutes procrastination
› Describe tips for overcoming procrastination
Using Kindness to Achieve Personal Success and Happiness

Overview/Description
Kindness is an admirable aspiration for anyone, and it also can be an effective way to achieve success. By being concerned about others we can build relationships and gain support. By serving others we can be happier about ourselves. Kindness can be more than the right thing to do, it can be a path to success and happiness.

Target Audience
Anyone who would like to spend less time in stressful conflict with others and more time enjoying cooperation and mutual respect

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Identify techniques to focus on other people:
› Listen to words and emotions
› Talk in terms of the other person’s interests
› Ask about and be interested in the other person

Discuss building relationships with kindness, using:
› Effective compliments
› Empathy
› Gratitude

Know how and why to be assertive rather than aggressive:
› Establish mutual respect
› Choose your behavior based on your goal
› Influence people in the long term vs. compel them in the short term
Using Reason to Resolve Conflict

Overview/Description
Whether they take place in the workplace or in one’s personal life, conflicts are inevitable; however, that does not mean that they must always be damaging. When emotions are understood and reason is used to handle conflict, the result can actually be strengthened relationships rather than damaged ones. This workshop discusses how you can replace pure emotion with rational decision-making when dealing with conflict.

Target Audience
Anyone looking for ways to resolve conflict in productive rather than destructive ways.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Identify the potential outcomes of conflict:
› Describe what happens when conflict is handled poorly.
› Describe what happens when conflict is handled well.

Identify your conflict management style:
› Describe the five conflict resolution styles
› Describe the contexts for which each style is appropriate

Describe the most effective methods for handling conflict:
› Describe the importance of self-monitoring
› Describe the process of identifying motives
› Identify methods for communicating feelings appropriately
Coping with a Crisis or Traumatic Event

Overview/Description
A crisis or traumatic event can be both environmental and personal and are events which can cause physical, emotional, psychological distress or harm. These events are often perceived and experienced as a threat to one's safety or to the stability of one's world and the impact can be either on those who have experienced the event first hand or have seen it on television.

Target Audience
Survivors, rescue workers, friends and relatives of victims of a crisis or traumatic event.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objective
At the end of this workshop you will have learned:

To recognize the common responses to crises and trauma
› Physical, emotional, cognitive
› Timing of responses

Post-Trauma Do's and Don'ts

Tips for Taking Care of Yourself Following a Crisis or Traumatic Event
› Support
› Communication
› Health and Wellness

How to help children who experienced a crisis or traumatic event
How to Receive Criticism and Make it Work for You

Overview/Description
Receiving criticism is an important and valuable skill. To achieve success in any endeavor we must be able to tolerate critical feedback and learn from it. However, receiving criticism is difficult for most people. Upon receiving criticism we feel vulnerable and become defensive and thereby miss opportunities to benefit from feedback. This workshop will help you explore why we become defensive, deliver tips for knowing when your “hot button” has been pushed and how to accept and integrate useful criticism. The training will also instruct though examples and/or role plays.

Target Audience
Anyone looking to learn and grow through the criticism they receive from others.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Describe why criticism sometimes hurts
› Identify emotions that get triggered when one is criticized
› Describe how feedback can feel like an attack on your identity

Identify ways to respond effectively to criticism
› Describe methods used to protect your ego
› Identify ways to acknowledge that you heard the feedback
› Describe the types of probing questions you can ask to reap benefits from the criticism
The Impact of Attitude on Work and Life

Overview/Description
While you obviously need the appropriate knowledge and skills to do your job, the mind-set with which you approach your work plays a dominant role in your ability to perform. If you're discouraged, you work sluggishly, think small and give up easily. However, when you feel good, confident and exhilarated you can win people to your side and create dazzling projects. This workshop will help participants explore how attitude can change their life and will provide them with opportunities to develop a more positive mind-set.

Target Audience
Anyone looking to improve their own lives by looking for ways to change their attitude.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

- Describe the power of your own mind
  - Identify positive self talk vs. negative self talk
  - Describe how self-fulfilling prophecies work

- Describe the relationship between attitude and success
  - Describe ways to overcome fear of failure
  - Identify how to use a positive attitude to get what you want

- Identify ways to use your attitude in dealing with other people
  - Describe strategies for dealing with people who have a bad attitude
Living with Change

Overview/Description
Whether going back to school or changing careers, starting a family or retiring, change brings both opportunities and turmoil. In today’s fast paced world, change has become a constant. Even when we are able to see the advantages of change, it can be hard to say goodbye to what’s changing. This workshop will provide you techniques to deal effectively with change.

Target Audience
Anyone going through personal or professional life changes.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Describe what’s changing in your life
› Identify the importance of being specific about the changes you’re experiencing

Describe the reasons people resist change
› Identify areas of resistance that exist in your own life

Describe the difference between change and transition
› Identify what may happen in each of the three stages of transition
› Describe your action plan for dealing with the changes in your life
Moving Through Grief and Loss

Overview/Description
Coping with the loss of a loved one can be an emotionally trying experience. Whether it’s a parent, coworker, friend or relative, the reality of losing someone close to you can feel overwhelming. This workshop will help you understand, identify and accept your feelings as well as provide you with coping techniques to help you through the grieving process.

Target Audience
Anyone coping with the loss of a loved one, or any significant loss in their life.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Describe the grieving process
» Identify factors that affect how individuals grieve differently
» Describe the common emotions that surface during the grieving process

Describe how people experience grief
» Describe how people may experience grief physically
» Describe how people may experience grief mentally
» Describe the differing time frames it may take for people to move through the grieving process

Identify ways to cope with grief
» Identify do’s and don’ts for helping other people who are experiencing grief
» List several strategies that can help you move through the grieving process
» Describe the four stages people go through while grieving
Preparing for Financial Emergencies

Overview/Description
Many people face financial emergencies, but few have prepared adequately to prevent them from having a major impact on their personal finances. By helping people understand the types of financial emergencies and potential consequences of not being prepared, we will enable people to focus on the steps necessary to avoid hardships which can accompany the emergencies.

The webinar will cover the processes and products which can help people survive the various types of financial emergencies.

Target Audience
Anyone who doesn’t feel that they are adequately prepared for financial emergencies.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objective
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:
› Know the different types of financial emergencies
› Understand the results of not being prepared
› Learn the steps necessary to become prepared
› Understand why budgeting is so important to being prepared
› Understand the different products that can help and how they work
Resiliency: Bouncing Back After a Setback

Overview/Description
Certain individuals appear to succeed against all odds. Despite severe hardships such as living through war, witnessing the death of a loved one, having a chronic illness, being a victim of abuse or dealing with unemployment, certain people not only adapt but actually thrive. These people possess a quality known as “resilience.” This workshop will examine the characteristics of resilience and discover ways to introduce greater resilience into our lives.

Target Audience
Anyone who would like to understand resilience more fully and learn how to improve their capacity to thrive despite adversity.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Describe what resilience really is
› Describe the concept of resilience as it relates to children and adults
› Describe the characteristics of resilient people
› Describe how emotional control, self-awareness and strong relationships relate to resiliency

Identify your own resilient capacities
› Identify you unique resilient strengths and areas for development
› Recognize which situations are most stressful

Describe resilience building strategies
› Describe techniques to enhance resilience through changing your perception, taking decisive action and engaging in appropriate self care.
Stress: A Way of Life or a Fact of Life

Overview/Description
All aspects of work and life require stress—everyone experiences it. Experiencing stress is not all bad, but how we perceive stress is what's important. Stress is our body's normal response to any extra physical, mental or emotional demand we place on it. This workshop will help you to understand more about stress, identify your stressors and learn ways to cope with and manage high stress levels.

Target Audience
Anyone who would like to understand stress more fully, and learn ways to cope with it.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

- Describe what stress really is
  - Describe how stress affects your body
  - Describe how stress affects cognitive, emotional and behavioral aspects of life
  - Distinguish between positive and negative stress

- Identify ways to manage your stress
  - List the three keys to managing stress
  - Describe how you can determine what is causing you stress
  - Describe how to get control of your stressors

- Describe stress coping techniques
  - Describe techniques to help you cope with short-term stress
  - Describe techniques to help you cope with longer-term stress
Where Are You Going?  
Goal-Setting for Personal and Professional Success

Overview/Description
Goal setting gives you long-term vision and short-term motivation. The process of setting goals allows you to choose where you want to go in your personal life as well as your professional career. A life without goals is like a road trip without a map. By knowing exactly what you want to achieve, you are less likely to get lost, and you will be happier and less frustrated along the way.

Target Audience
Anyone looking for tips about how to set and keep both personal and professional goals.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Define what goals mean to you
› Identify the specificity that differentiates goals from wishes or dreams

Identify the reasons goals sometimes fail
› Describe how you can overcome common pitfalls

Describe how to write your goals effectively
› Identify how to use a goal-setting worksheet
› Describe your action plan for keeping to your goals
10 Strategies for Improving Your Finances

Overview/Description
The current economic climate brings both challenges and opportunities from a financial perspective. You may wonder during these challenging times: “What should I be most careful about” and “What should my family and I work towards?” The 10 financial tips discussed in this workshop will get you on the road to financial wellbeing during challenging times.

Target Audience
Anyone concerned their financial situation in light of the economic climate.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

- Identify the most pressing/immediate financial steps to take in your life
- Describe why an emergency fund is an absolute necessity
- Identify how to categorize types of expenses
- Describe your current financial position by putting it on paper

- Describe steps to help you through economic troubles
- Describe how to begin paying down debts
- Identify ways to improve your credit score

- Describe ways to build long-term plans for your financial health
- Describe how to evaluate your insurance coverage
- Identify how to build or refine your retirement plans
After the Holidays: Managing That Debt

Overview/Description
Did you spend more for the holidays than you intended? Did you go into debt, maybe at unfavorable terms? Are you worried about how you will pay these debts off? Would you like to avoid being in the same position next year? Holiday shopping can sink even the best budget if one is not careful. And post-holiday credit card bills can cause high levels of stress. This workshop will help you figure out how to get out of debt quickly and cost effectively, and take steps to make sure you don’t end up in debt again next year.

Target Audience
Anyone concerned about excess debt after the holidays.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Manage existing holiday debt
 › Describe ways to budget effectively to pay off existing debt
 › Describe which items should be paid off first
 › Identify ways to manage the debt leftovers through strategies such as do-it-yourself debt consolidation

Describe how to prevent future holiday debt
 › Describe how to prepare for next year’s holiday expenses
 › Identify ways to shop economically—both at stores and online
 › Consider alternative gift ideas—such as homemade items and charitable contributions
Are You Financially on Track for Retirement?

Overview/Description
One of the top financial goals for individuals and couples is to be financially secure in retirement. This goal is not one that can be planned for in just the last few years leading up to the planned retirement date, but must be set and have milestones identified throughout the different stages of life. There are many “rules of thumb” or theories on the proper amount and type of savings and investments one should have in setting aside money for retirement, but in reality, there is not one plan or solution that fits everyone.

Target Audience
All individuals seeking to develop a customized financial strategy for identifying a savings and investment plan that corresponds to their own vision of retirement.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of the workshop, you will be able to:
› Understand the importance of establishing a specific, measurable retirement financial plan
› Determine if you are on track to reach the retirement target you have set
› Recognize the tax advantaged savings plans available to you and the types of savings and investment vehicles within these plans
› Have a clearer understanding of how your vision of retirement living corresponds to your financial position during this life stage
Basics of Estate Planning

Overview/Description
Although most people think estate planning is for just the elderly, it is actually important everyone else, too—especially for those with minor children, substantial assets or unusual circumstances. Estate planning can allow one to make decisions on who receives his or her estate, make arrangements for disability, medical care and guardianship for minor children. Properly done, estate planning can remove many burdens from surviving family members during a stressful time.

Target Audience
Anyone interested in planning what will happen to their estate and other important life matters.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Define estate planning
› Describe the most common goals in the estate planning process
› Identify important tools used in estate planning, such as wills, trusts, advance directives and more

Describe the tax implications of estate planning
› Identify who is responsible for paying estate taxes
› Describe the taxes involved in the settlement of an estate

Identify key action steps
› Describe financial and other steps to take to plan your estate
Distribution Options for Retirement Plans

Overview/Description
When one retires or leaves a job questions usually arise around the retirement plan. Two of the biggest concerns are: “what do I do with my retirement plan after I retire?” And “what are my options for taking distributions?” This webinar will provide guidance on distribution options from qualified plans for the pre-retirement job changer, divorced individuals, retirees, and beneficiaries.

Target Audience
This webinar is for those approaching retirement age or changing jobs and those who may inherit a qualified account such as a 401(k), 403(b), 457, TSP or an IRA.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objective
At the end of this workshop you will:
› Know the types of plans distributions apply to
› Retirees will understand their distribution options
› Beneficiaries, including spouses will understand their options for distributions
› Divorced individuals will learn how they can access funds through a QDRO
› Understand tax implications of distributions including penalties.
› Know something of roll-overs and trustee to trustee transfers.
› Know when you must take distributions
Financial Considerations for the Sandwich Generation

Overview/Description
A growing number of individuals are finding themselves raising their children while also supporting their parents. This group of people sometimes referred to as the Sandwich Generation face financial challenges which may include putting their children through college, paying for care for elder parents while trying to save enough for their own retirement. The goal of this workshop is to examine proper planning strategies to help meet these considerable financial responsibilities.

Target Audience
Individuals interested in planning strategies to help manage the numerous financial responsibilities of a multigenerational family.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Understand the financial challenges facing the Sandwich Generation
› Define the Sandwich Generation in the context of today’s demographic trends
› Broadly identify the three major financial obstacles facing the Sandwich Generation
› Explain the importance of prioritizing financial goals and establishing a budget

Plan for children’s college expenses
› Discuss the importance of college savings vehicles like 529 plans or Coverdell IRAs
› Present alternative funding mechanisms such as financial aid, grants, scholarships or loans

Identify keys to retirement planning
› Describe the retirement planning process
› Discuss strategies to maximize retirement savings

Plan for elder care
› Understand costs associated with long-term care and consider funding methods
› Plan ways to cover rising healthcare costs
› Consider other eldercare issues such as mobility, home repairs, travel and safety
Financial Planning for Life

Overview/Description
Financial goals are the specific long- and short-term objectives to be attained through financial planning and management efforts. Among personal financial goals are things such as: 1) financial security 2) travel 3) education planning 4) retirement planning and 5) estate planning. Being able to succeed in reaching these goals requires a structure and plan with appropriate milestones, along with the ability to make adjustments along the way.

Target Audience
Anyone interested in taking personal responsibility for creating a plan and process for having an opportunity to meet short and long-term financial goals.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:
› Understand the importance of having realistic financial goals clearly defined
› Recognize the importance of managing your finances to address these goals
› Develop achievable steps to stay on track
› Take appropriate action to monitor progress toward the goals and make adjustments as needed
Getting the Most out of Your Health Benefits

Overview/Description
The simple answer is all about educating yourself on what your health plan offers. Do not wait until we get sick or injured before understand your benefits provided. Investing time in understanding the options of your plan is investing money in family. It is up to you to take advantage of all your plans have to offer. The main function is to keep you healthy and to avoid all catastrophic risk.

Target Audience
Anyone interested in educating themselves on what their health plan offers.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objective
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Define “understanding”:
› Know the valuable options and incentives your health insurance offers
› Get the most out of your money
› Know how to potentially lower your costs over long term
› Understanding the difference between an in-network provider and an non-network provider

Describe steps to increase your understanding including:
› Evaluate the plan best for you
› Stay educated
› Visit your website to know all the benefits you are entitled too.
› Stay smart and stay healthy
Managing Personal Finances

Overview/Description
Are money issues causing you to worry and stress? Do you buy items, even if you don't need them, just because they are on sale and you know you are “saving money?” Do you pay only the minimum balance on your credit cards? Is debt mounting in your life to the point where you don’t know what to do about it? Do you wish you were saving more money? Money is a huge stressor for many people, but it doesn’t have to be. This workshop will help you demystify the numbers and get you living beyond paycheck to paycheck.

Target Audience
Anyone, regardless of income, who is looking for tips on how to better manage their finances.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

- Identify financial warning signs
  - Describe the signs which suggest that you might need to change your financial habits
  - Identify the dangers associated with ignoring the signs

- Create a budget
  - Recognize the value of maintaining a budget
  - Identify the items you’ll need to gather in order to create your budget
  - Describe how to use the budget template provided in the course materials

- Identify good credit behaviors
  - Describe the importance of a good credit score
  - Identify the factors that make up your credit score
  - List methods you can use to improve your credit

- Identify practical savings tips
  - Describe how to include savings as part of your budget
  - Describe methods for reducing your debt
  - Share practical techniques for saving money
The New Realities of Home Ownership

Overview/Description
Due to the upheaval in the housing market over the past few years many new realities of home ownership have appeared. These realities include changes in the types of home loans that are now available. It also includes more properties that are now bank-owned or under water which has changed how some interested buyers now view these types of properties. Potential buyers also need to recognize the importance of having their finances in order prior to applying for a home loan and understand how potential lenders now perceive what is considered good credit. Understanding the new realities is critical in making an informed decision in today’s environment.

Target Audience
Anyone who is considering purchasing a home as well as current homeowners who are thinking about refinancing.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of the workshop, you will be able to:
› Understand how lending standards have changed
› Know what types of loan options now exist
› Have a clearer understanding about the pros and cons of various types of properties available for purchase
› Recognize how to improve your finances and credit to increase the possibility qualifying for a loan
Options for Financing College

Overview/Description
The rising costs of college tuition have outpaced inflation by a significant margin. For the average family, funding a college education will be one of the significant challenges they will face during their lifetime. Having a basic understanding of proper planning techniques, savings vehicles, financial aid as well as other funding methods will be critical in meeting this challenge without subjecting the family finances to unsustainable strain. This session will cover the most effective strategies for planning and funding the rising costs of a college education.

Target Audience
Individuals facing the prospect of potentially burdensome college expenses seeking effective strategies for planning and funding.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of the workshop you will be able to:
› Estimate college expenses based on time horizon, tuition inflation and choice of school
› Define the rules and benefits associated with college savings vehicles such as 529 Plans, Coverdell accounts as well as EE Bonds
› Understand financial aid application and calculation basics (FAFSA)
› Learn to access other funding assistance through scholarships, grants and tax credits
› Recognize the pros and cons of taking on student loan debt
› Understand how to prioritize funding higher education in the context of long-term financial planning.
Paying Off Debt While Building Wealth

Overview/Description
In difficult economic times, many people are struggling to just keep up with monthly bills, let alone make progress on debt repayment. What suffers most is contributing to savings and investing goals. This session will focus on developing financial plans and strategies to address the dual goals of having a plan for paying off debt, while also contributing to building personal wealth.

This session covers the basics (or essentials) of each area and describes practical techniques that can help you to formulate your own plan to manage your personal finances to organize a sensible debt repayment plan without sacrificing other financial goals.

Target Audience
All individuals needing to improve their understanding and management of the core concepts of personal finance involving debt and savings.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of the workshop, you will be able to:
› Recognize the importance of a viable debt repayment strategy
› Understand the importance of setting and tracking short- and long-term financial goals
› Learn how to set milestones to address debt repayment and savings
› Be able to prioritize most effective use of disposable income
› Differentiate between saving and investing and when each makes sense
The Finances of Purchasing Your Own Home

Overview/Description
The recent housing collapse has changed the home buying process significantly. Where once it was easy to attain credit, it has become more difficult again and a home's value as an investment is more uncertain. Banks have gone back to a more traditional lending approach as a result of the collapse and now having good credit and a down payment is essential. Lenders are also focused on offering more traditional mortgage products such as 30-and 15-year mortgages versus the exotic ARMs offered a few years ago.

Buying a home is still an American dream and it is important to understand the process, parties involved and what is in your financial best interests when making this investment.

Target Audience
Any new potential homeowners who are seeking to learn more about navigating the home purchase process

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop you will be able to:
› Describe the process and players in purchasing a home
› Describe how credit impacts buying a home
› Identify the costs associated with home ownership
› Calculate the maximum amount you can pay for your home and what you can really afford
› Describe tax issues surrounding home ownership
› Compare various financing options and terms
The Five Pillars of Personal Finance

Overview/Description
The United Stated Department of the Treasury has proposed a set of financial core competencies that will be used to establish a clear understanding about what all adults should know regarding the basic concepts of financial literacy. The five core concept areas identified are:
- Earning
- Spending
- Saving
- Borrowing
- Protecting against risk

This session covers the basics (or essentials) of each area and describes practical skills needed to competently address (or manage) their personal finances.

Target Audience
All individuals needing to improve their understanding and management of the core concepts of personal finance.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:
- Understand your paycheck in detail, including its relation to benefits and taxes
- Develop a spending plan, track spending habits, develop a strategy to live within your means
- Define a personal savings plan, understand the applicability of different types of financial accounts, and the personal financial risk associated with savings and investment vehicles
- Understand the cost of borrowing and how to secure the best types of credit for the need
- Recognize the need to protect against risk through appropriate insurance vehicles and how to protect your identity against possible fraud and scams
The Impact of Foreclosure

Overview/Description
The recent economic collapse has resulted in millions of Americans being unable to meet their loan obligations and defaulting on their mortgage payments. This workshop will provide an overview of the process which lenders may use to take back an owner’s home. It will address the different legal protocols various states use in the foreclosure process and the impact that is has upon the borrower’s credit score. It will also consider the implications for residential tenants, and define differences between recourse vs. non-recourse and judicial vs. non-judicial states.

Target Audience
Homeowners or their loved ones who might face foreclosure and individuals who may be a co-signer on a home loan, as well as renters in a residential home that is facing or could face foreclosure.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop you will be able to:
› Define the terminology associated with foreclosure
› Describe the foreclosure process, including the differences between judicial vs. non-judicial and recourse vs. non-recourse states
› Identify the alternative options to foreclosure
› Describe the rights of a renter in a residence that may be facing or currently undergoing foreclosure
The Importance of Participating in Your Employer’s Retirement Plan

Overview/Description
Your employer’s retirement plan is an essential component of your future financial security. It is important that you understand how your plan works and what benefits you will receive. Just as you keep track of the money that you put in your bank or any other financial institution, it is in your best interest to understand and monitor your retirement plan and your benefits.

Target Audience
Anyone with a retirement plan available through their employer

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop you will be able to:
› Identify the differences between a traditional pension and defined contribution plan
› Describe the reasons defined benefit plans are replacing traditional pensions
› Recognize sources of retirement income
› Recognize the problems with viability of Social Security
› Describe the power of compound interest
› Identify the various risks that you are subject to
Understanding the Importance of Credit in Today’s Economy

Overview/Description
In today’s economy, having good credit is more essential than ever. Good credit provides those who have it with many more options and benefits than those who don’t. Credit affects everything from a person’s ability to get loans and the price they pay on loans to other issues many people don’t consider, including renting an apartment or buying a car.

Target Audience
Anyone who is seeking to understand what is considered good credit, how to improve their credit score or understand their credit reports

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop you will be able to:
› Identify the various factors that affect your credit score
› Describe what steps are needed to improve your credit score
› Recognize the costs that are associated with poor credit
› Describe how to interpret the information included on a credit report
Connecting Mind and Body for Healthy Living

Overview/Description
Your body responds to the way you think, feel and act. This is often called the “mind/body connection.” When you are stressed, anxious or upset, your body tries to tell you that something isn’t right. For example, high blood pressure might develop after a particularly stressful event, such as the death of a loved one. People with good emotional health are aware of their thoughts, feelings and behaviors. They have learned healthy ways to cope with the stress and problems that are a normal part of life. They feel good about themselves and have healthy relationships. Poor emotional health can weaken your body’s immune system, making you more likely to get colds and other infections during emotionally difficult times. Also, when you are feeling stressed, anxious or upset, you may not take care of your health as well as you should. You may not feel like exercising, eating nutritious foods or taking medicine that your doctor prescribes. Abuse of alcohol, tobacco or other drugs may also be a sign of poor emotional health.

Target Audience
Anyone concerned with mental and physical wellbeing.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Identify the relationship between mind and body
▽ Describe how the body influences emotional and mental functioning
▽ Describe how our emotions, beliefs and self talk impact our body
▽ Identify symptoms of a possible mind/body disconnection

Identify ways to enhance the mind/body connection
▽ Describe methods for achieving balance in life
▽ Identify ways to express feelings appropriately
▽ Describe the importance of taking care of your health
▽ Describe ways to enhance awareness

Identify your personal action plan for mind/body connection
▽ Recognize the importance of consulting with your physician
▽ Describe which mind/body tools need to develop
▽ List outside resources for further help
Coping with Compassion Stress

Overview/Description
There is a certain type of person who not only accepts the challenges of working in a high stress emotional environment but also excels despite the demands. Whether they are working with individuals who are experiencing trauma, grief, loss, illness or other stressful concerns the people whose role it is to help others in distress are often perceived as dedicated, hardworking, selfless and compassionate. Nevertheless, it is often those whose mission it is to help others who may be at increased risk of neglecting their own self-care. This training will raise awareness of the need to maintain appropriate self-care despite the demands of work and/or the pressures of home life. The course will offer specific tips to encourage self-care in order to maintain high level of functioning both personally and professionally.

Target Audience
Employees whose primary role is to work with individuals who are dealing with trauma, significant illness, accidents, grief, loss and/or disruption of life.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:
› Describe how helping others in need can lead to potential self-neglect
› Understand the importance of self-care in working with an emotionally stressed population
› Understand how to perform a self-care assessment
› Describe to best strategies for implementing self-care strategies
› Identify resources available for continued self-care success
Developing Will Power and Self-Control for Behavior Change

Overview/Description
Establishing self-control over behaviors such as overeating, smoking, gambling, pornography consumption, shopping, gambling and other addictive behaviors can be extremely difficult and discouraging. This course will address the nature of will power and how to develop self control for effective behavioral change.

Target Audience
Anyone concerned with changing a problematic behavior.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:
› Recognize the battle that occurs in the brain between impulse gratification and pursuit of long-range goals
› Describe how stress, emotional strain, lack sleep, and alcohol or drugs can strain mental resources and increase vulnerability to temptation
› Describe how to increase motivation and engagement in the process via support networks and how and when to seek professional help

Identify ways to increase self-control such as:
› Become aware of the risks and consequences of the behavior you wish to change
› Change your impulses by associating temptations with negative consequences
› Transform vague long-range goals into simple intermediate steps
› Identify and avoid risky situations
› Formulate “if then” contingencies
› Train your working memory
Eating Healthy on a Budget (Webinar Only)

Overview
No matter what your financial situation is, everyone looks for ways to cut down their grocery bills. Don’t let the idea that healthy food is expensive keep you from striving for a balanced diet. Take some time to learn new strategies to stick to your budget while enjoying healthy, nutritious foods.

Target Audience
Anyone looking to improve their nutrition while being mindful of the cost

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop you will be able to:
› Identify barriers in your life that may be preventing you from purchasing nutritious foods
› Understand ways to increase the servings of fruits and vegetables in your diet even when they are not in season
› Strategize meal preparation to ensure meals come together quickly when you are pressed for time during the week
› Limit food waste from spoiled food products that were forgotten about
Emotional Eating: The Connection Between Mood and Food

Overview/Description
The population of the United States is becoming increasingly obese with each passing decade. There are many speculations about the cause of this phenomenon from an increasing sedentary lifestyle, the ready availability of high caloric foods to stress and even sleep deprivation. However, if people ate only when they were truly hungry and stopped when they were full, there would be no obesity epidemic. This workshop will address the relationship between emotions and food consumption and how to retrain your body and mind to recognize the cues of hunger and to eat for physiological and not emotional reasons.

Target Audience
Anyone interested in learning about healthy eating and losing weight.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Identify what is “emotional eating”

› Identify the two types of hunger
› Describe the characteristics of emotional eating
› Describe the situations that trigger emotional eating
› Identify the consequences of emotional eating

Identify strategies for combating emotional eating

› Describe the role of self talk in emotional eating
› Describe use of food/emotion journals
› Describe use of visualizations
› Describe how environmental modifications can reduce impulse eating
› Describe how to incorporate stress management techniques to reduce emotional eating

Identify a personal action plan to confront emotional eating

› Identify your hunger signals
› Identify your barriers to adopting a new eating strategy
› Clarify your motivation for change
› Identify a realistic relapse plan
From Smoker to Smoke Free (Webinar Only)

Overview/Description
It can be very difficult to quit using tobacco, whether you smoke, dip or chew it. What may seem like a casual, relaxing habit can quickly turn into a serious, expensive addiction that gradually takes a toll on your health. Protect yourself by learning about treatment options and begin the process of quitting today!

Target Audience
Smokers who would like an overview that can help them begin the process of quitting.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Describe the effects of tobacco on your health
› Identify common health problems that can result from tobacco use

Identify the benefits of quitting
› Describe day-to-day health benefits
› Describe long-term health benefits
› Describe financial benefits

Describe potential approaches to quitting
› Identify commonly used medications
› Describe the importance of a support system

Describe the three stages of quitting
› Describe what you should do before you quit
› Describe what you should do during the quitting process
› Identify the keys to maintaining your tobacco-free life
Get Moving: An Introduction to Exercise

Overview/Description:
The exercise and fitness industry today is saturated with new equipment, technology and ever-changing trends. Exercise doesn’t have to be and should not be so complicated. In this workshop, we revisit the basic concepts of exercise, benefits of exercise, types of exercise, and how to begin and progress your exercise program safely.

Target Audience:
Anyone interested in learning the fundamentals of an exercise program and how to progress a program safely

Expected duration:
45 minutes

Workshop Objectives:
› Discussion on why we should incorporate exercise and its benefit
  - Understand physical benefits of exercise
  - Understand mental benefits of exercise

› Understand aerobic exercise benefits and recommendations
  - Learn how to monitor your exertion level
  - Learn how to calculate your target heart-rate range

› Understand resistance training benefits and recommendations
  - Learn how to perform resistance training
  - Learn how to design your resistance training program to meet your goals

› Learn how to progress your exercise program appropriately
› Learn how to safely incorporate exercise
Happiness: A Key to Life's Satisfaction

Overview/Description
Why do some people seem happy and others just seem miserable all the time? Science suggests that each person has a range in their capacity to experience happiness and that range is different for each person. However, it is possible to live our lives in the upper end of that range if we apply ourselves and follow certain principles. There is no one key to happiness but a set of principles that are critical to follow. This training incorporates a brief happiness questionnaire, a description of the various factors associated with happiness and concludes with a substantive discussion of specific ways to increase your happiness potential.

Target Audience
Anyone wishing to learn about happiness and specific ways to increase the happiness in their lives.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

- Identify the basic ingredients of happiness
- Identify the role of research in happiness
- Describe common myths associated with happiness
- Describe how the principles of adaptation apply to happiness
- Identify the role that genetics, situation and choice play in determining your happiness range
- Describe 10 specific ways to increase your level of happiness
- Identify ways to assess your own level of happiness
- Describe ways to incorporate happiness activities into your life which can take only 10 minutes each day
- Identify the role of gratitude, optimism and kindness in cultivating happiness
Healthy Food Choices on the Go

Overview/Description
Don’t allow changes in your normal routine to cause you to fall off track with good nutrition. Whether you are a frequent traveler, packing meals to bring to work or spending more time in your car lately, “Healthy Food Choices on the Go” will help you identify opportunities to improve your food choices no matter what situation you find yourself in.

Target Audience
Anyone who frequently eats outside of the home and is looking for ways to improve his or her dining habits.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop you will be able to:
› Understand the benefits of good nutrition on your body and mind
› Learn how to plan ahead for healthy meal options on the go
› Improve menu-reading skills to identify healthy choices
› Identify healthy snacks to keep on hand
Healthy Lifestyle:
Changing the Way You Think About Diet and Exercise

Overview/Description
It seems that every week a new study is published on the best way to control weight and increase fitness through changes in diet and exercise. It can be tough staying on top of the latest recommendations, especially when the studies sometimes seem to contradict one another! This workshop provides an overview of safe and effective strategies to improve overall fitness through manageable changes in diet and exercise. Of course, before beginning any changes in diet and exercise, it is best to first consult with your doctor.

Target Audience
Anyone interested in learning about healthy lifestyle tips.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Identify ways to incorporate exercise into your life
- Describe the reasons that exercise is an important part of a healthy lifestyle
- Identify small steps people can take to build exercise into the daily routine
- Identify habits that can keep you active

Identify healthy eating habits
- Recognize the value of lifestyle changes
- Identify diet fads that are ineffective at maintaining a healthy lifestyle
- Describe how to eat appropriate portions
- Describe how to shop for the healthiest foods
The Impact of Shift Work on Mind and Body

Overview/Description
Shift work is common. About one-quarter of the workforce in North America and Europe is engaged in shift work requiring working at night or on varying days. Although research into the effects of shift work on the mind and body is not conclusive, we do know that it is important for those engaged in shift work to be aware of their individual signals that a change in behavior might be appropriate for their health and wellness.

This workshop will examine the research being done on mind and body regarding shift work and offer some suggestions and tips for being able to better cope with the effects of shift work.

Target Audience
Employees working rotation shifts or night shifts.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Describe “circadian rhythm” as it impacts our daily functions:
› 24-hour body cycles
› Body temperatures
› Individual activity patterns

Learn ways to minimize the effect of changes in sleep patterns on our mind and body.

Recognize when shift work is impacting family and social life.

Be cognizant of safety and productivity concerns associated with shift work.
Learning to Relax

Overview/Description
Stress is experienced in the body as tension. To manage stress we have several choices: reduce or eliminate the stressor, think about the stressor differently so it no longer causes tension or change the way our body reacts to stress. The course will address the third option through exploring a variety of relaxation techniques to calm the body and mind. The class will allow participants to learn and experience several simple relaxation tools such as progressive muscle relaxation, abdominal relaxation breathing and visualization.

Target Audience
Anyone who is interested in learning how to relax more efficiently

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Identify the benefits of relaxation
› Lowering blood pressure
› Reducing muscle tension and chronic pain
› Reducing anger and frustration
› Improving concentration and creativity

Recognize the steps to perform several different relaxation methods such as:
› Cultivating tension awareness
› Progressive muscle relaxation
› Abdominal or diaphragmatic breathing
› Using sound and voice to relax
› Laughter
› Visualization
Managing Holiday Stress

Overview/Description
The approaching holiday season brings many expectations. Often this makes us feel like we are being pulled in a hundred different directions. There are office parties to attend, family get-togethers to schedule, children’s holiday recitals and gifts to buy. The holidays can be one of the happiest times of the year, yet it can also be one of the most stressful. Maintaining balance and keeping stress from overwhelming you are the keys to an enjoyable holiday season.

This workshop provides an overview of common stressors people encounter during the holidays, and offers “stress buster” tips to help you get the most possible enjoyment out of the season.

Target Audience
Anyone preparing for or anticipating the holiday season.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

- Identify ways to cope with emotional stressors of the holidays
  - List tips for handling family conflicts
  - Practice positive self talk
  - Identify opportunities to laugh more

- Describe how to control unrealistic expectations
  - Identify your own limits
  - Identify what holiday tasks you can delegate
  - Describe a realistic picture of what you and your family can expect during the holidays

- Identify your financial limits
  - Describe the importance of a holiday budget
  - Describe how to involve the family in money conversations

- Describe important health considerations
  - Create a plan for how to “eat right” during the holidays
  - Identify ways to get exercise during the holidays
› Describe ways to avoid the “holiday blues”

Running on “E” Adding Energy and Fun to Your Life

Overview/Description
Longer hours, increased responsibilities, constant change, accelerated pace of business, intensified pressure... But this doesn't mean you can't have fun and enjoy your work. This workshop will help you not only to survive but also thrive in today’s high-pressure world. By unleashing your energy, igniting your enthusiasm and finding fun in your job, you’re sure to maximize your work performance and even enjoy it!

Target Audience
Anyone who would like to add energy and fun to their workday.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Describe what causes fluctuations in energy level
› Identify how to change what causes the stress that lowers your energy
› Identify how to change your mindset about stress and your energy level

Describe the three keys to raising your energy level
› Describe how to add commitment to your life
› Describe how to add challenge to your life
› Describe how to add control to your life

Identify the characteristics of your energy zones
› Describe the high energy zone
› Describe the anxiety zone
› Identify ways to add fun to your workday
Sleep: An Essential Component of Health and Wellbeing

Overview/Description
In the past five years, it has been routinely reported by researchers and the media alike that Americans are notoriously sleep deprived. There are numerous reasons why this may be the case. Yet while many people look towards improving their health via diet, exercise and ceasing bad consumption habits (i.e., junk food, cigarettes), sleep is often overlooked—or is it? Sleep medications will surpass $5 billion in annual sales within the next year. Apparently not only are Americans having difficulty getting sufficient quantities of quality sleep, they are also having difficulties getting to sleep. This workshop provides the latest research findings regarding the importance of sleep and offers participants suggestions on how to improve their sleep according to priority and quality measures.

Target Audience
Anyone interested in learning about or improving their sleep.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Describe the importance of sleep
› Identify the purpose of sleep for the body/mind
› Describe sleep’s role in memory consolidation
› Identify the consequences of sleep deprivation on your body, your emotional wellbeing, thinking and productivity

Describe the elements of good “sleep hygiene”
› Describe why consistency is the key in developing good sleep habits and preventing most problems
› Describe the influence of light, temperature, sound in establishing quality sleep

Identify ways to assess your sleep needs
› Describe how shift work, travel and erratic sleep patterns create risk for developing sleep disturbances
› Identify any possible symptoms of sleep disorders such as sleep apnea and insomnia
› Describe resources available to address sleep problems
Staying Young Through the Years

Overview/Description
Many people fear getting older—whether this is due to the specter of Alzheimer’s disease or dealing with physical limitations of age, there are few people who look forward to aging. While there is no “fountain of youth” there are specific things people can do to remain mentally and physically young despite the advancement of time. This course identifies the most important things you can do to stay young for the rest of your life and offers practical ways of initiating those changes.

Target Audience
Anyone wishing to remain young and vital throughout their life

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:
› Describe the effects of aging on your body and mind
› Identify common lifestyle choices which result in premature aging and illness
› Identify the 3 most important things you need to avoid to remain young and vital as you age
› Identify the 5 things you need to incorporate into your life to keep yourself young in mind and body
› Describe how to incorporate these changes into your everyday routine
Suicide Awareness

Overview/Description
Suicide is a profoundly disturbing event and most people respond with confusion, fear and anger when confronting it. This course will demystify suicide through discussion of why it occurs, the risk factors associated with suicide and how intervene with those who are suicidal or potentially suicidal.

Target Audience
Anyone wishing to learn more about suicide and suicide prevention.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objective
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:
› Identify the causes of suicide
› Risk factors associated with suicide including the signs and symptoms of depression
› Common myths associated with suicide
› Describe how to intervene with someone who is expressing suicidal thoughts
› Identify the importance of creating a “safety plan”
› Describe resources available for suicide
Understanding Depression

Overview/Description
Many people still believe that the emotional symptoms caused by depression are “not real,” and that a person should be able to shake off the symptoms. Because of these inaccurate beliefs, people with depression either may not recognize that they have a treatable disorder or may be discouraged from seeking or staying on treatment due to feelings of shame and stigma. As a result, many people with a depressive illness never seek treatment. But the vast majority, even those with the most severe depression, can get better with treatment. Intensive research into the illness has resulted in the development of medications, psychotherapies, and other methods to treat people with this disabling disorder. This workshop will identify the symptoms associated with depression, possible causes and treatments.

Target Audience
Anyone interested in learning about depression and its treatment

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:
› Recognize the signs and symptoms of depression
› Recognize how depression impacts work performance
› Identify possible causes of depression
› Describe treatment options for depression
› Identify ways of reducing the risk for depression
› Describe ways of helping family and friends who may have depression
Building Strong Relationships with Your Adult Children

Overview/Description
Parenting is a tricky business. For the first 20 or so years of your child’s life, your job is to teach and guide them, often giving unsolicited advice and overriding their choices. Then comes the day they grow up and are on their own and you have to loosen your grip and get to know your kids as independent adults. That’s not always easy.

The hard part is letting go of the control. Not that parents necessarily want to control because they think their child is incapable, it’s because they’re concerned about their child’s welfare and think they can help by sharing their own personal experiences so their child won’t make the same mistakes. But everyone needs to make their own mistakes and learn from them—that’s part of a person’s necessary and ongoing growth process.

Target Audience
Anyone interested in learning how to have a better relationship with their adult children

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objective
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Understand guidelines for interacting with your adult children in the areas of
› Personal relationships
› Financial matters
› Their marriage and their children

List 8 tips for enhancing your relationship with your adult child including:
› Call, don’t just show up
› Don’t criticize their parenting
› Have an honest discussion about the end of your life
Communication Skills for Families

Overview/Description
Communication is a fine art that we often take for granted. It takes more than physical and verbal abilities to communicate. It takes energy along with the ability to offer support and demonstrate understanding and compassion when communicating within your family. Whether it’s an expectation, emotion, question or other message, openness and willingness to communicate improves overall quality of family communication.

Target Audience
Parents and anyone interested in improving their communication skills.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Identify the elements of good family communication
› Describe your family’s relative strengths/weaknesses
› Identify different styles of communication within families
› Describe how families pass on communication styles

Identify ways to enhance communication in your family
› Describe how to listen more effectively to family members
› Identify the steps for effective problem solving within the family
› Describe effective family conflict resolution strategies
› Describe the use of “I” statements to reduce defensive reactions
› Describe effective family conflict resolution strategies

Describe helpful tips for improving family communication
› Describe the use of structured family meetings
› Describe the use of games to improve family cohesion
› Describe the power of praise and acknowledgement
Communicating Without Conflict with Your Significant Other

Overview/Description
Communication is the cornerstone of all relationships. It reinforces trust and acts as a method by which you can share your problems, frustrations, fears, anxieties, hopes and successes. Conflict is a part of life and exists in relationships. In fact, a relationship with no apparent conflict may be unhealthier than one with frequent conflict. Conflicts are critical events that can weaken or strengthen a relationship.

Target Audience
Anyone in a significant relationship with another person.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Identify the extent of conflict in your relationship
› Identify problematic situations which intensify conflict
› Describe the role of anger in conflict
› Identify your conflict style

Identify ways to communicate positively
› Describe how to deal with anger and express it constructively
› Identify how to avoid becoming defensive and listen to opposing viewpoints
› Describe ways to establish ground rules for arguing and resolving conflict
› Identify the four behaviors that will destroy relationships
› Describe how to effectively use the “time-out” during arguments
› Identify how to avoid becoming defensive and listen to opposing viewpoints
Enjoying Your Empty Nest

Overview/Description
Once children leave home, whether to attend college or embark on a career, through marriage or resettlement, the parent’s role often seems unclear. The changes that accompany the “empty nest” in the functioning of a household can be initially unsettling and require adjustment time. While many parents often make light of looking forward to having children move out of the home after the fact, it is often accompanied by mixed feelings, changes in relationships between husband and wife and ultimately recognition of the passing of a life stage that takes time to absorb.

Target Audience
All levels of staff with children 18 years and older.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

- Identify the financial impact of an “empty nest”
- Describe the two key roles for parents of financially-dependent college-aged children
- Identify the planning required when children become financially-independent
- Identify the mental and emotional preparation required to transition through this life stage
- Describe ways to adapt to the “empty nest”
- Describe how to “let go in order to help them grow”
- Identify what to do when your child returns home
- Identify ways parents can help their adult children become financially stable and emotionally independent
- Describe ways to re-engage your time in the dual pursuits of quality relationships and individual personal interests
- Identify the emotional and self-image transitions that occur in this stage of life
Helping a Loved One Through Difficult Times

Overview/Description
When someone close to you is going through a tough time, you may want more than ever to show your love and support. Yet sometimes at their most trying times, loved ones may appear to pull away from you. How do you balance your urge to show how much you care with your desire to respect your loved one’s need for space and time to grieve or process their loss? In this workshop we’ll explore the difficulties that people in this position face, and discuss what you can do and, importantly, what you should not do in these situations.

Target Audience
Anyone looking for ways to help a loved one through difficult times.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of the workshop you will be able to:

Describe ways to deal with feelings of helplessness:
› Recognize that the feeling is normal
› Practice positive self-talk to overcome feeling helpless

Identify the stages people go through when dealing with grief or other difficult times:
› Describe what your loved one is likely to experience so that you are not surprised

Describe the emotions that often set in for the “caregiver” in situations where a loved one is experiencing a difficult time:
› Describe “do’s and don’ts” for helping a loved one through difficult times
The Impact of Substance Abuse on the Family

Overview/Description
Substance abuse doesn’t only affect the abusing individual, but also their family members, friends, loved ones, coworkers and society as a whole. The abuser’s preoccupation with the substance, plus its effects on mood and performance, can lead to problems in their marriage, work performance and other relationships. The abuse can disrupt family life and create destructive patterns of codependency. This behavior often confuses and angers loved ones as they struggle to understand why the abuser has chosen the substance over them. While not a substitute for counseling, this workshop helps to normalize the feelings and emotions people experience as we explore the impact of substance abuse on the family.

Target Audience
Anyone wishing to learn more about substance abuse, user and family dynamics and the types of available treatment.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Identify the extent of substance abuse in society
› Define substance abuse and related terms
› Describe the possible causes and risk factors for substance abuse

Identify the dynamics of the substance abuser and the family
› Describe how denial operates in the user and in family members
› Describe the process of enabling the user by the family
› Identify the effects of untreated substance abuse upon the family in current and future generations

Describe the change process
› Describe the role of emotional management in relating to the user
› Describe the course of illness and the extent to which consequences matter
› Identify resources and how to select a treatment program
Life After Divorce: Landing on Your Feet

Overview/Description
Divorce can be one of life’s most stressful and emotionally challenging experiences. Separating from someone you had hoped would be your life partner is usually painful. Understanding the emotional and physical stresses that often come with divorce is the first step in learning how to deal with them. This workshop will help you accept your feelings and learn ways to care for yourself during this stressful time.

Target Audience
Anyone going through a divorce or helping another person through this process.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Identify the effects of divorce
› Describe the degree of stress associated with divorce
› Describe the emotional stages associated with divorce
› Describe how to acknowledge feelings
› Identify your own feelings associated with divorce
› Identify the means for obtaining emotional closure

Identify ways of moving beyond the divorce
› Describe how to evaluate the positives associated with divorce
› Describe how to establish rebuilding goals after a divorce
› Identify how to rebuild your self-esteem
› Describe how to take charge in your home and financial status
› Identify ways to help your children adjust to the divorce
› Describe additional resources available to you in your community and through the GuidanceResources® Employee Assistance Program
Making the Most of Family Occasions

Overview/Description
If you are a parent you probably share an almost universal desire to make family occasions special for your children.

You also may have to overcome certain obstacles in creating your own special experiences with your children such as finances, distance from family members, and the special circumstances created by divorce, step-parenting and blended families. Many parents work overtime only to find themselves frustrated by the experience and doubtful that the end result was particularly meaningful to their children.

Target Audience
Parents interested in creating less stressful, more pleasant and meaningful family events.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Identify the obstacles to successful family occasions
› Recognize the importance of managing expectations and traditions with what is practical
› Describe how differing agendas can disrupt family events
› Describe how overextending resources can lead to disaster
› Identify how ignoring a child’s perspective can lead parents to exercise poor judgment

Identify the ingredients to planning successful family gatherings
› Describe how to establish ground rules and set appropriate limits
› Identify ways to give each family member a voice
› Identify how to delegate responsibility effectively in the family and improve commitment
› Identify the importance of positive feedback and humor in creating a memorable experience
› Identify ways to turn family events into value lessons and how to strengthen family bonds
Planning a Family Vacation

Overview/Description
Recognizing that numerous tourist destinations are competing for our travel dollar, coupled with our perception that our time is at a premium, it is highly worthwhile to apply planning skills to mapping out a destination and a budget that meets the interests and financial constraints of our family. With numerous choices and considerations, a planned vacation can be a creative and exciting process and deliver exceptional value as well.

Target Audience
Parents and family members interested in learning how to make effective vacation plans.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Identify vacation options
› Describe what choices are available based on interests and age of children and method of travel
› Identify ways to save money and stay within budget
› Describe how to encourage children/teens to participate in planning

Identify ways to manage the family on extended trips
› Describe methods of handling boredom and over-stimulation
› Describe effective conflict resolution skills
› Identify how to choose age-appropriate vacations

Describe how to plan for emergencies while on vacation
› Describe the importance of back-up plans and exit strategies
› Describe ways to prepare for potential medical emergencies
› Identify the importance of a quality checklist before leaving home
Rewards and Challenges of the Blended Family

Overview/Description
With more than half of all marriages ending in divorce, and the majority of divorced individuals finding new partners, the number of blended families is growing. This type of situation can create a range of challenging issues, both practical and emotional. Patience, understanding and open communication can help make the transition smoother for everyone.

Target Audience
Anyone living in a blended family.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Identify the characteristics of blended families:
› Describe the four stages of adjustment
› Describe how to determine which stage you are in presently
› Describe ways of helping yourself and your family adjust

Identify the most common challenges of blended families:
› Describe how to discipline and enact household rules
› Describe how family roles become defined
› Describe how interfamily conflict develops
› Describe how to make financial decisions in a blended family

Describe strategies for building a strong family foundation:
› Identify what to communicate to your children before blending families
› Identify the most common questions and answers from children
› Identify methods of resolving family conflict and avoiding future conflict
When Mom And Dad Move In With You

Overview/Description
You hear a lot about parents taking in adult children who are out of work. What’s much less noticed is a new trend—adult children taking in parents who are finding it financially hard to make it on their own. In 2008, a little over 4 million parents were living with an adult child. By the end of 2011 the number had risen to 4.6 million—a 15 percent increase.

Target Audience
Anyone who has a parent or older relative living with them

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop you will have learned to:

Create a financial arrangement for both families
› A parent’s contribution to family expenses
› The importance of writing it down to avoid misunderstanding
› Tax consequences

Define duties for everyone in the household
› Discuss a typical week in your household with your parents
› Consider meals, chores, TV use, religious services, music, pets and social activities
› Transportation arrangements if you don’t drive

Understand privacy concerns
› The need for separate “personal space”
Single After All These Years

Overview/Description
The loss, dissolution or separation of a partnership can be one of life's most stressful and emotionally challenging experiences. Separating from someone you had hoped would be your partner through the entirety of your life is typically painful. Understanding the emotional and physical stress that is experienced with this change is the first step in learning how to move forward with your life. This workshop will help you accept your feelings, learn ways to care for yourself during this stressful time and suggest lifestyle transitions that can make this change more manageable.

Target Audience
Anyone grieving the loss of significant relationship through break-up, divorce or death.

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Identify the effects associated with the loss of a partner
  › Describe the emotional stages after a loss (blaming, mourning, anger, being single, new beginnings)
  › Describe how to acknowledge feelings and achieve closure by asking yourself the right questions
  › Identify your rebuilding goals

Identify ways to organize and take charge of your life
  › Describe how to take charge of your financial, home and social life
  › Describe ways to maintain self-esteem and optimism despite your loss
  › Identify how to help others cope with the loss
  › Identify additional resources in your community and through GuidanceResources® Employee Assistance Program.
Staying Connected: Keeping the Spark Alive in Your Relationship

Overview/Description
Keeping the romance alive in any long-term relationship can be difficult. The busyness of everyday life often prevents us from investing in our connection with our partner. Relationships are like a bonfire, they need a stable space, patience, a careful touch and the right ingredients to keep the fire going. In this workshop, you’ll learn the reasons passion wanes over time, barriers to connection and methods for reigniting the spark in your relationship.

Target Audience
Anyone looking to bring back the spark to their long-term romantic relationships

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

Describe the foundation of a healthy and happy long-term partnership:
› The essential ingredients
› Why the butterflies go away
› Benefits of a healthy relationship

Identify warning signs and barriers to connectedness:
› The Four Henchmen
› Routine
› Stress

Describe how to strengthen connectedness:
› Communication
› The importance of intimacy

Identify key tools for keeping your relationship fresh, fun and passionate:
› Love languages
› Adding romance to your life
› Creative and affordable date ideas
› Where to go for additional help
Veterans Transitioning Home: Relationships

Overview/Description
The adjustment to civilian life can be challenging for the thousands of veterans returning home. Adjusting to relationships with spouses, family, friends and co-workers can be difficult. The honeymoon period immediately after demobilization usually ends shortly and vets are faced with the reality that not only have they changed but so have others in their absence. Family roles often require renegotiation and lost intimacy will need to be regained. Relating to civilians in general may be awkward and require some adapting. This workshop will address the social transition process for returning veterans; identifying the most common issues they face and describing ways of re-establishing relationships.

Target Audience
Returning veterans, their families, friends and anyone wishing to understand more and help veterans transition home

Expected Duration
45-60 minutes

Workshop Objectives
At the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

› Understand the issues veterans face when returning home
› Describe ways of re-establishing relationships with spouse, children, family and friends
› Describe strategies for managing emotions and addressing conflict
› Identify resources available for the transition home

Agenda
› Unique relationship challenges
› Reconnecting with your significant other
› Relating to children
› Managing your emotions and reactions – trust, control, anger
› Developing a plan
› Additional resources
Professional Development Seminars and Organizational Consulting Services

The sessions and services listed below are customized to your organization’s needs and designed to include all levels of staff in a variety of industries. The courses are highly interactive and often include pre-work to make full and effective use of the time. They range from one hour to a full day of facilitation. Many of the Organizational Consulting Services include individual and team assessments as well as review and assistance with a variety of HR compliance needs.

Our seasoned HR professionals, OD specialists and professional trainers design and facilitate the courses, consult on all OD projects and serve as Executive/Management coaches.

**Professional Development**
- The Art of Negotiating a Win-Win Situation
- Becoming a Strategic Business Partner
- Becoming an Accomplished Professional
- Calming the Angry Customer
- Delivering Customer Service Excellence
- Effective Business Writing
- Facilitating Productive Meetings
- Interpersonal Skills in Business
- Managing Your Career
- Presentation Skill Building
- Problem Solving Just Got Easier
- Project Management Basics
- Resolving Conflicts in the Workplace
- Telephone Skills: Projecting a Professional Image
- Using E-mail the Right Way
- Working Successfully in a Virtual Environment

**Management Development**
- Becoming a Skilled Coach
- Building an Intrapreneurial Environment
- Building Productive Work Teams
- Coaching Difficult Employee Performance
- Congratulations: Welcome to Management
- Creating a Motivating Environment
- Delegating Effectively
The Impact of Corporate Culture on a Team
Keeping a Cool Head: A Manager’s Guide to Controlling Emotions Under Pressure
Management and Leadership: The Fundamentals
Managing Across Generations
Managing During Uncertain Times
Managing Negativity in the Workplace
Managing the Virtual Office
Performance Planning and Appraisal
The Power of Positive Recognition
Understanding and Minimizing the Effects of Shift Work
Successful Interviewing
Managing Staff Through Change and Stress
Moving Forward: An Employee Guide to Navigating Change in the Workplace

Organizational Training and Consulting Services

Compliance Training
Combating Substance Abuse in the Workplace (Both Manager and Employee sessions available)
Harassment Training: Manager and Employee, as well as AB1825 training
Valuing Diversity in the Workplace

Change Management Training and Consulting
Managing Staff Through Change and Stress
Moving Forward: An Employee Guide to Navigating Change in the Workplace

Consulting Services
Consulting on HR Policy and Procedure Strategy
Crisis Management: Preventing, Preparing and Communicating in Critical Situations
Employee Opinion Survey Design and Assessment
Management One-on-One Coaching
Outplacement Resources
Team-Building and Conflict Interventions
Understanding and Deterring Violence in the Workplace: Manager and Employee Training